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Abstract

This report contains a risk-informed evaluation performed by Framatome ANP for the
B&W Owners Group (B&WOG) Licensing Working Group and is applicable to the
participating B&WOG plants, which are Davis-Besse, Oconee Nuclear Station Units 1,
2, and 3, and Crystal River Unit 3. The purpose of this evaluation is to provide
justification for a longer allowed outage time (AOT) for containment isolation valves
(CIVs). It is proposed that the AOT for CIVs be extended to seven days from the
current AOT of four or 72 hours. This risk-informed evaluation is applicable to
penetration flow paths that have at least two CIVs, or one CIV and a closed loop
system, but does not include the CIVs in the main steam lines, and certain other lines
(which will be identified on a plant-specific basis) that may represent high risk
significance for interfacing systems loss of coolant accident (ISLOCA).

The proposed Technical Specifications change will improve operational safety and
reduce unnecessary burdens in complying with Technical Specifications requirements.
Unnecessary plant shutdowns may be avoided by allowing more time for repairs.
Operational flexibility will be enhanced by allowing some repairs to be performed online.
For penetration flow paths with accident consequence limiting system (ACLS) functions,
an extended AOT for CIVs will avoid unnecessary flow path isolation that may result in
degraded function of the ACLS.

The justification provided in this report is consistent with the guidance set forth in
Regulatory Guides 1.177 and 1.174. The proposed Technical Specifications change is
in compliance with existing regulations, is consistent with the philosophy of defense-in-
depth, and will not erode safety margins. The risk-informed evaluation uses the three-
tiered approach expected by the NRC for implementing proposed Technical
Specifications changes. The risk-informed evaluation demonstrates that the risk impact
of the proposed change is small (Tier 1). The evaluation also relies upon the plant-
specific configuration risk management program (CRMP). The CRMP ensures that
potential high risk configurations that may result from equipment being taken out of
service at the same time as the CIVs are identified (Tier 2), and that this risk is
evaluated (Tier 3) prior to taking the equipment out of service.

The B&WOG has demonstrated that the proposed extension of the AOT for
containment isolation valves does not adversely impact risk or public safety, and is
therefore an appropriate change to the Technical Specifications.
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Nomenclature

Acronym Definition

ACLS accident consequence limiting system

AOT allowed outage time

AOV air-operated valve

B&WOG B&W Owners Group

CDF core damage frequency

CIS containment isolation system

CIVs containment isolation valves

CRMP configuration risk management program

DBA design basis accident

EFW emergency feedwater (sometimes called auxiliary feedwater)

FMEA failure modes and effects analysis

FV Fussell-Vesely importance

ICCDP incremental conditional core damage probability

ICLERP incremental conditional large early release probability

ISLOCA interfacing systems loss of coolant accident

LCO limiting condition for operation

LERF large early release frequency

MOV motor-operated valve

NC normally closed

NO normally open

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission

PRA probabilistic risk analysis

RAW risk achievement worth

RCS reactor coolant system

SG steam generator

SGTR steam generator tube rupture

SOV solenoid-operated valve

TS Technical Specifications

TSTF Technical Specifications Task Force Traveler

UFSAR Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report contains a risk-informed evaluation performed by Framatome ANP for the

B&W Owners Group (B&WOG) Licensing Working Group. The purpose of this
evaluation is to provide justification for a longer allowed outage time (AOT) for

containment isolation valves (CIVs). The evaluation contained herein is applicable to
the participating B&WOG plants, which are Davis-Besse, Oconee Nuclear Station Units

1, 2, and 3, and Crystal River Unit 3.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) policy statement on probabilistic risk
analysis (PRA) (Reference 1) encourages greater use of risk-informed evaluations to
improve safety decision-making and regulatory efficiency. The B&WOG has
successfully used risk-informed evaluations for changes to the Technical Specifications

(TS). The justification provided in this report uses the guidance set forth in Regulatory

Guides 1.177 and 1.174 (References 2 and 3) for risk-informed decision-making.

The risk-informed evaluation described in this report uses the three-tiered approach

expected by the NRC for implementing proposed TS changes. Application of the three-
tiered approach underscores the fundamental principle that the proposed change is

consistent with the defense-in-depth philosophy, and that safety margins will not be
eroded by the proposed change. Tier 1 is a demonstration that the risk impact of the
proposed change is small. A risk assessment was performed to demonstrate that the

incremental risk impact associated with the proposed AOT extension is small. The risk
assessment was performed with a failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) and a set
of simplified and conservative risk models that encompass every applicable penetration.

The risk model was developed using limiting parameters and conservative data
extracted from the plant-specific PRAs. The risk assessment includes the effect that the
proposed AOT extension has upon the probability of large early release following core

damage, the probability of an interfacing system loss of coolant accident (ISLOCA), and
the probability of affecting a post-accident ACLS function. The risk impact is expressed

as the incremental change in the probability of core damage or large early release while

in the proposed AOT.
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Tiers 2 and 3 ensure that potential high risk configurations that may result from
equipment being taken out of service at the same time as the CIVs are appropriately

evaluated prior to taking the equipment out of service. The risk-informed evaluation
relies upon the plant-specific configuration risk management program (CRMP). The
CRMP ensures that potential high risk configurations that may result from equipment
being taken out of service at the same time as the ClVs are identified (Tier 2), and that
this risk is evaluated (Tier 3) prior to taking the equipment out of service. The CRMP
enhances defense-in-depth because it provides a means of ensuring that the
independence of the physical barriers will not be degraded by the proposed change.
The B&WOG plant-specific CRMPs satisfy the Tier 2 and Tier 3 requirements of

Regulatory Guide 1.177.
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2.0 DEFINITION OF THE PROPOSED CHANGES

2.1 Summary of Technical Specifications Change

The relevant portion of the TS for the proposed AOT change is the "Containment
Isolation Valves" Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO), which is Section 3.6.3 of the
Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG 1430 (Reference 4). The proposed change
pertains to the AOT (also known as Completion Time) for penetration flow paths with
one inoperable CIV, which are Conditions A and C in the aforementioned LCO. The
proposed change is to increase the Completion Time from four hours to seven days for
Condition A (one CIV inoperable in containment penetration flow -paths with two or more
CIVs), and increase the Completion Time from 72 hours to seven days for Condition C
(one CIV inoperable in containment penetration flow paths with only one CIV and a
closed system). No change is proposed for the Condition related to a penetration flow
path with two inoperable CIVs (Condition B). The proposed changes are summarized in

Table 2-1.
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Table 2-1 Summary of Proposed Technical Specifications Change1

Condition Required Action Completion Time 2

A. A.1

----NOTE------ Isolate the affected penetration flow 4- h'-'s 7 days
Only applicable to path by use of at least one closed
penetration flow paths with and de-activated automatic valve,
two [or more] containment closed manual valve, blind flange,
isolation valves with the or check valve with flow through the
exception of containment valve secured.
isolation valves in the main
steam lines [and list of
specific penetrations (if any)
identified by the plant-
specific risk-informed
process to have high risk AND
significance for ISLOCA].

One or more penetration
flow paths with one
containment isolation valve
inoperable [for reasons
other than purge valve
leakage not within limit].

Markup is for illustration only and is based upon NUREG-1430 (some notes have been removed from
the table for simplification). See applicable plant-specific TS, NUREG-1430, and/or Technical
Specifications Task Force Traveler (TSTF) for specific wording. Proposed new items are in Bold.
2 Current completion times may vary for plants not using the Standard Technical Specifications.
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Table 2-1 Summary of Proposed Technical Specifications Change1

Condition j Required Action Completion Time 2

A.2

Verify the affected penetration flow Once per 31 days for
path is isolated, isolation devices

outside containment

AND

Prior to entering
MODE 4 from
MODE 5 if not
performed within the
previous 92 days for
isolation devices
inside containment
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Table 2-1 Summary of Proposed Technical Specifications Change1

Condition Required Action Completion Time 2

[New Condition]

Isolate the affected penetration 4 hours
Only applicable to flow path by use of at least one
penetration flow paths closed and de-activated
with two [or more] automatic valve, closed manual
containment isolation valve, blind flange, or check
valves in the main steam valve with flow through the valve
lines [and list of specific secured.
penetrations (if any)
identified by the plant-
specific risk-informed
process to have high risk AND
significance for ISLOCA].

One or more penetration
flow paths with one
containment isolation
valve inoperable.

Verify the affected penetration Once per 31 days
flow path is isolated. for isolation devices

outside
containment

AND

Prior to entering
MODE 4 from
MODE 5 if not
performed within
the previous
92 days for isolation
devices inside
containment
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Table 2-1 Summary of Proposed Technical Specifications Change'

Condition Required Action 3 Completion Time 2

B. B. 1

-NOTE ----------- Isolate the affected penetration flow 1 hour
Only applicable to path by use of at least one closed
penetration flow paths with and de-activated automatic valve,
two [or more] containment closed manual valve, or blind
isolation valves, flange:

One or more penetration
flow paths with two [or more]
containment isolation valves
inoperable [for reasons
other than purge valve
leakage not within limit].

C. C.1

--NOTE -Isolate the affected penetration flow 72 hoirs 7 days
Only applicable to path by use of at least one closed
penetration flow paths with and de-activated automatic valve,
only one containment closed manual valve, or blind
isolation valve and a closed flange.
system.

One or more penetration AND
flow paths with one
containment isolation valve
inoperable.

C.2

Verify the affected penetration flow Once per 31 days
path is isolated.
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Table 2-1 Summary of Proposed Technical Specifications Change1

Condition Required Action Completion Time 2

[New Condition]

NOTE- Isolate the affected penetration 7 days
Only applicable to flow path by use of at least one
penetration flow paths closed and de-activated
with only one containment automatic valve, closed manual
isolation valve and a valve, or blind flange.
closed system.

One or more penetration AND
flow paths with the closed
system pressure
boundary inoperable (and
the inoperable portion of
the closed system
pressure boundary is not
an RCS pressure
boundary3).

Verify the affected penetration Once per 31 days

flow path is isolated.

[New Condition]

- -NOTE Isolate the affected penetration 1 hour
Only applicable to flow path by use of at least one
penetration flow paths closed and de-activated
with only one containment automatic valve, closed manual
isolation valve and a valve, or blind flange.
closed system.

One or more penetration
flow paths with one
containment isolation
valve and the closed
system pressure
boundary inoperable

In that case see STS 3.4.13 "RCS operational Leakage"
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Table 2-1 Summary of Proposed Technical Specifications Change1

Condition Required Action Completion Time 2

D. D. 1

[One or more penetration Isolate the affected penetration flow 24 hours
flow paths with one or more path by use of at least one [closed
containment purge valves and de-activated automatic valve,
not within purge valve closed manual valve, or blind
leakage limits, flange].

AND

D.2

Verify the affected penetration flow Once per 31 days for
path is isolated, isolation devices

outside containment

AND

Prior to entering
MODE 4 from
MODE 5 if not
performed within the
previous 92 days for
isolation devices
inside containment

AND

D.3

Perform SR 3.6.3.6 for the resilient Once per [ days]
seal purge valves closed to comply
with Required Action D..I.

E. E. 1

Required Action and Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion Time
not met. AND

E.2

Be in MODE 5. 36 hours
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2.2 Discussion of Technical Specifications Change

2.2.1 AOT Change

It is proposed that the Completion Time for the action of isolating the affected

penetration be changed to seven days for Condition A (one CIV inoperable in a

penetration with two or more ClVs) and for Condition C (one CIV inoperable in a
penetration with one CIV and a closed system). The risk-informed evaluation contained

in this Topical Report provides the basis for the proposed change.

The main steam line penetrations are excluded from the AOT extension. These are
excluded because the risk associated with an AOT extension for these lines was not

evaluated (see Section 2.3).

Specific other penetrations may also be excluded (on a plant-specific basis) from the

AOT extension if they have high risk significance for ISLOCA (see Section 3.3.6). This
may occur in a few cases where there are just two normally closed CIVs and no other
closed valves between the RCS and the low-pressure interfacing system. These
penetrations may not meet the Regulatory Guide 1.177 guideline for small risk impact,
when one of the CIVs is inoperable and the AOT is extended. These specific
penetrations will be identified on a plant-specific basis prior to implementation of the

proposed TS change.

2.2.2 Common Cause Failure Determination

An action is added to perform a common cause failure (CCF) determination for a

second (redundant) CIV of a like pair within the original four-hour AOT of the first
inoperable CIV. This action applies only to redundant CIVs in the same penetration that
have a valve operator of similar design for both the inboard and outboard CIVs. The

purpose of this requirement is to verify that the redundant CIV has not experienced a
common cause failure (CCF) that would put the penetration into Condition B, two ClVs

inoperable.

Upon entry into Condition A, the B&WOG utility will confirm that the redundant similarly-
designed CIV has not been affected by the same failure mode as the inoperable CIV.
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This verification will consist of a situation-specific evaluation (e.g., inspection, partial

stroke, functionality test, or engineering evaluation) as appropriate to verify that the
redundant CIV has not been affected by the same failure mode. This verification will be
performed before entering into the extended portion of the AOT (i.e., within four hours).

This verification is necessary because the treatment of CCF is important to the PRA
calculations used to support the proposed AOT extension. This verification allows the
risk calculation for the redundant CIV to use the random failure rate rather than the CCF
rate. This ensures that the risk exposure will be minimal during the proposed AOT
extension for penetrations that have a pair of similar CIVs.

The plant-specific risk-informed process (e.g., PRA methodology/guidance document,
PRA engineer, or expert panel) will be used to determine which penetrations this action
is applicable to, i.e., which penetrations contain redundant CIVs that are in the same
"common cause failure group." The specific penetrations with CCF potential will
subsequently be listed in a plant-specific TS interpretation document or other
administrative resource.

2.2.3 New Condition for Penetrations with a Closed System

A new set of conditions is proposed to clarify the TS interpretation for the situation
involving a penetration flow path with one CIV and a closed loop system, and the
pressure boundary of the closed loop system has an operability issue. This situation is
analogous to Condition A for a penetration connected to the containment atmosphere,
because the open pipe loop with an unaffected CIV is functionally the same as a
penetration connected to the containment atmosphere with one of two CIVs inoperable.
However, if both the CIV and the closed loop pressure boundary are inoperable, then it
is analogous to Condition B of TS 3.6.3.

A parenthetical note is included that the condition applies only if the inoperable portion
of the pressure boundary in the closed system is not an RCS pressure boundary. For
the penetrations involving a closed system, the closed loop usually provides a barrier for
isolation of the containment atmosphere. If the affected portion of the closed system
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provides a barrier for the RCS pressure boundary (e.g., SG tubes), then a different LCO
is applicable (3.4.13 "RCS Operational Leakage"), which is more limiting.

2.3 Applicable Containment Isolation Valves

The evaluation contained herein is applicable to the participating B&WOG plants, which
are Davis-Besse, Oconee Nuclear Station Units 1, 2, and 3, and Crystal River Unit 3.
The applicable CIVs are listed in each plant's Updated Final Safety Analysis Report

(UFSAR).

All of the applicable valves have a containment isolation function. Some of the valves
that have a containment isolation function are also in an accident consequence limiting
system (ACLS) flow path. The TS bases document, NUREG-1430 Volume 2
(Reference 4), states that CIVs provide an automatic isolation barrier function for
containment penetrations not serving an ACLS. This risk analysis assumes that for the
CIVs in ACLS flow paths, an isolation function may be needed late in an accident, after
the ACLS function is finished. For these valves, the proposed TS change only applies
to the containment isolation function. The requirements for the ACLS function are
covered by the applicable TS of the ACLS, for which no changes are proposed by this

report.

The proposed TS change applies only to penetration flow paths containing two (or
more) CIVs in series, or one CIV and a closed loop system inside containment. Some
of the penetrations with two (or more) CIVs connect directly with the reactor coolant
system (RCS), and some connect directly with the containment atmosphere. For the
penetrations with a single CIV and a closed loop system inside containment, the closed
loop provides the second containment isolation barrier. The closed loop pressure
boundary may provide a barrier with only the containment atmosphere, but in some
cases portions of it may also be part of the RCS pressure boundary (e.g., the secondary

side of steam the generator tubes).

The ClVs in the main steam lines are explicitly excluded from the proposed AOT
extension. These are excluded because the isolation of these penetrations has a
risk/safety impact that goes beyond the containment isolation function. Because of the
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complexity of determining the incremental risk that would be associated with extending

the AOT for these valves, the B&WOG has not included them in this AOT relaxation

proposal.

2.4 Generic Applicability

Plant-specific input used for this submittal ensures applicability. PRA parameters used

in the risk analysis (valve failure rates, core damage frequency, etc.) were surveyed

from the participating B&WOG utilities, and limiting values for each parameter were

used in the risk analysis.

The configurations analyzed for penetrations and release paths are conservative with

respect to isolation. In the categorization of penetration configurations, several different

valve types are used (MOV, AOV, etc.). Rather than analyze each different

combination of valves that could occur on a penetration, the generic risk analysis

assumes the valve type with the worst failure rate for all cases. This was done in the

interest of conservatism, and to reduce the number of variations in the risk analysis. In

addition, no credit was given in the risk assessment for systems such as emergency

ventilation and filtration at the pipe terminations, which may reduce the probability or

severity of large early release. Hence, the risk analysis is conservative for most of the

penetration population. This ensures generic applicability of the results.

2.5 Need for Proposed Change

The proposed TS change will improve operational safety and reduce unnecessary

burdens in complying with current TS requirements. Unnecessary plant maneuvers

(forced shutdowns) may be avoided by allowing more time for repairs. The current four-

hour AOT is not sufficient to perform meaningful repairs. An extension of the AOT will

provide operational flexibility by allowing some repairs to be performed online. For

penetration flow paths with ACLS functions, an extended AOT for CIVs will delay and

possibly avoid unnecessary flow path isolation that may result in degraded function of

the ACLS.
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3.0 ENGINEERING EVALUATION

The proposed TS change has been evaluated with regard to the principles that
adequate defense- in-depth is maintained, that sufficient safety margins are maintained,

and that proposed increases in core damage frequency (CDF) and risk are small, and
are consistent with the intent of the Commission's Safety Goal Policy Statement

(Reference 5).

3.1 Compliance with Current Regulations

The proposed changes do not impact compliance with the regulations governing TS.
The NRC regulations specific to TS are stated in 10 CFR 50.36, "Technical
Specifications" (Reference 6). Additional information is contained in the "Final Policy
Statement on Technical Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors"
(Reference 7), and the statement of considerations for 10 CFR 50.36. These
documents define the main elements of TS, provide criteria for items to be included in
TS, and discuss the- use of probabilistic approaches to improve TS. The proposed TS

changes are consistent with these regulations.

The proposed TS changes are also consistent with precedence established by Standard
Technical Specifications (Reference 4), and by previous B&WOG and industry
submittals. Upon discovery of a failure to meet an LCO, TS specify time for completing
Required Actions of the associated TS conditions. Required Actions establish remedial
measures that must be taken within specified completion times (AOTs). These times
define limits during which operation in a degraded condition is permitted. Incorporating
completion time extensions is acceptable because completion times take into account
the operability status of the redundant equipment, the capability of the equipment, a
reasonable time for repairs of required equipment, and the low probability of a design
basis accident (DBA) occurring during the repair period (Reference 8).

3.2 Traditional Engineering Evaluation

3.2.1 Bases of TS for CIVs

The TS Bases Document (Reference 4) describes the bases for the CIV TS. The CIVs

satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36[c] (2)(ii).
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The CIVs form part of the containment pressure boundary and provide a means for fluid

penetrations not serving ACLSs to be provided with two isolation barriers that are

closed on an automatic isolation signal. These isolation devices consist of either

passive devices or active (automatic) devices. Manual valves, de-activated automatic

valves secured in their closed position (including check valves with flow through the

valve secured), blind flanges, and closed systems are considered passive devices.

Check valves, or other automatic valves designed to close following an accident without

operator action, are considered active devices. Two barriers in series are provided for

each penetration so that no single credible failure or malfunction of an active component

can result in a loss of isolation or leakage that exceeds limits assumed in the safety

analyses. One of these barriers may be a closed system. These barriers (typically

CIVs) make up the Containment Isolation System.

Containment isolation occurs upon receipt of a high containment pressure or diverse

containment isolation signal. The containment isolation signal closes automatic ClVs in

fluid penetrations not required for operation of engineered safeguard systems to prevent

leakage of radioactive material. Upon actuation of high pressure injection, automatic

CIVs also isolate systems not required for containment or RCS heat removal. Other

penetrations are isolated by the use of valves in the closed position or blind flanges. As

a result, the CIVs (and blind flanges) help ensure that the containment atmosphere will

be isolated in the event of a release of radioactive material to containment atmosphere

from the RCS following a DBA.

The DBAs that result in a release of radioactive material within containment are a loss

of coolant accident (LOCA), a main steam line break, and a rod ejection accident

(Reference 4). In the analysis for each of these accidents, it is assumed that CIVs are

either closed or function to close within the required isolation time following event

initiation. The DBA analysis assumes that, within 60 seconds after the accident,

isolation of the containment is complete and leakage terminated, except for the design

leakage rate. The containment isolation total response time of 60 seconds includes

signal delay, diesel generator startup (for loss of offsite power), and containment
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isolation valve stroke times. The operability requirements for CIVs help ensure that

containment is isolated within the time limits assumed in the safety analysis.

The automatic power-operated isolation valves are required to have isolation times
within limits (in design basis documents) and to actuate on an automatic isolation signal.
The valves covered by this LCO are listed along with their associated stroke times in the
UFSAR. The passive (normally closed) isolation valves are considered OPERABLE
when manual valves are closed, check valves have flow through the valve secured,
blind flanges are in place, and closed systems are intact. These passive isolation

valves/devices are listed in the UFSAR.

The CIV leakage rates are addressed by LCO 3.6.1, "Containment." CIV leakage is
tested in accordance with the Containment Leak Rate Test Program. In the event CIV
leakage results in exceeding the established containment leakage rate limits, the TS
requires entry into the applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.6.1. The
proposed changes do not affect this portion of the TS and no changes are proposed

herein for this portion of the TS.

The proposed TS changes do not affect the ability of the Containment Isolation System
(CIS) to perform its intended safety function. Each CIV of a redundant CIV pair (or CIV
and closed piping loop) is individually capable of performing the containment isolation
safety function.. (The proposed TS change applies only to penetration flow paths
containing two or more CIVs, or one or more CIV, and a closed loop system.) The
design criteria of the CIS ensures that no single failure or malfunction can result in a
loss of isolation, or result in exceeding the leakage limits or time limits assumed in the
safety analyses. The LCO takes into account the operational status and capability of
the redundant equipment. Therefore, the remaining CIV is capable of protecting the
leakage and time limits assumed in the safety analysis, should a DBA occur while the
(first) CIV is in a degraded condition (i.e., temporary reduction of redundancy)

associated with the extended AOT.
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3.2.2 Dual Function ClVs

Some CIVs are in penetration flow paths that also have an ACLS function. These
penetrations, which are identified in the UFSAR, have a post-accident position of open,
and are not closed on an automatic isolation signal. For these CIVs, the valve position
that satisfies the accident mitigation function (open) is opposite of the valve position that
satisfies the containment isolation function (closed). The close function, if needed, is
used later in the event (when the ACLS has completed its function).

If a DBA does occur during the extended AOT of the CIV function, the redundant CIV
(or closed loop) is still available to isolate the penetration when needed. The longer
AOT may have the effect of postponing the Required Action for isolation to a later time
such that the reduced redundancy will not be limiting for the ACLS. With the proposed

extended AOT for the CIVs, the AOT of the ACLS (72 hours) will be the most limiting

AOT for the ACLS function.

The TS requirements of the ACLS ensure that appropriate remedial actions are taken, if
the affected ACLS flow path(s) are rendered inoperable by an inoperable CIV (or the
subsequent Required Action to isolate the affected penetration flow path). The system
TS associated with the ACLS function of these dual function valves is not affected by
the proposed change and no changes are proposed herein for that portion of the TS.

Therefore the safety consequences of degraded ACLS function are not affected by
extension of the AOT for the CIV TS. Although degradation of the ACLS function may
occur due to inoperability of the dual function CIV, and safety may be affected by the
ACLS degradation, the ACLS function is not impaired by delayed isolation of the ClV.
The proposed AOT extension for the CIV function may be beneficial to the ACLS
function, because delay of isolation may allow the ACLS train to be capable of full or
partial capacity for a longer period of time (until reaching the ACLS AOT limit).
Compensatory Actions (Required Actions and Completion Times) taken with respect to
the ACLS TS, which are related to degradation of ACLS functionality, are not changed

by the proposal.
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3.2.3 Repairs that involve the Valve Pressure Boundary

Consideration has been given to the impact of repairs that may be initiated during the
extended AOT that involve opening of the valve pressure boundary. Failures of the
valve body are uncommon (but are included in this category), as are leaky valve stems,
which are more common (but do not impact the containment isolation capability
because the valve can still close). Some repairs to valves can involve removal of
sealing material (packing) or other valve components that would affect penetration
integrity. For an outboard CIV, this possibility may be equivalent to an open escape
path to the outside environment. (In the subsequent risk analysis, the open escape
path case is modeled as configuration "A.") For penetration flow paths that are open to
the RCS or the steam generator (SG), a repair involving breach of the valve pressure
boundary could not be performed on-line without first isolating the valve. For
penetration flow paths open to the containment atmosphere, isolation of the line (via the
redundant CIV or other valve) reduces the risk of offsite release. Similarly, for closed
loop systems, the risk of offsite release is acceptable because the closed loop provides

isolation from the containment atmosphere.

The purpose of the proposed AOT extension is to allow more time with the penetration
flow path open (i.e., before the Required Action to isolate). If maintenance is required
that involves pressure boundary teardown, then the plant will most assuredly require
closure of the flow path (i.e., isolation of the component), if it is a flow path that is open
to the RCS, the secondary side of the SG, or to the containment atmosphere.

Therefore, the extended AOT is not particularly relevant or useful in those situations
because the Required Action (i.e., isolation) is satisfied.

For CIV pressure boundary repairs where the extended AOT may be useful (such as on
a closed system), the risk has been evaluated. (In the risk analysis, the open escape
path case is modeled as configuration "A.")

3.2.4 Defense-in-Depth

The impact of the proposed TS change is consistent with the defense-in-depth
philosophy. The risk evaluation has considered the impact of the proposed TS change
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on barriers to core damage, and the impact is small. The risk analysis has also

considered the impact of the proposed change on containment failure and bypass, and

the impact is small. The proposed changes do not degrade the independence of

physical barriers to fission product release. System redundancy, independence, and

diversity are maintained commensurate with the expected risk of challenges to the CIS.

Furthermore, the proposed TS change will not significantly change the balance among

defense-in-depth attributes (prevention, mitigation, and containment). The anticipated

operational changes associated with the proposed change in the AOT will not introduce

any new accidents or transients or increase the likelihood of an accident or transient

that may challenge the containment barrier. (The DBAs that result in a release of

radioactive material within containment are a LOCA, a main steam line break, and a rod

ejection accident, Reference 4.) Nor will the proposed changes introduce any new

common cause failure modes or operator response not previously considered. (The

proposed TS change includes a CCF determination for penetration flow paths with two

or more like CIVs to be performed within the original four-hour AOT).

There is not an over-reliance on programmatic activities to compensate for weaknesses

in plant design or to justify the use of optimistic reliability estimates. The programmatic

activities that are used include the CRMP and the Maintenance Rule. The CRMP

provides a means of ensuring that the independence of the physical barriers will not be

degraded by the proposed change. The plants' CRMP ensures that no action or

maintenance is done to increase the frequency of a DBA that may challenge the

containment, or remove redundant functionality while in the LCO. The CRMP helps to

avoid inadvertent high risk configurations from emerging while in the LCO that may

erode the principles of redundancy and diversity. The Maintenance Rule will provide an

oversight against inadvertent reliability and availability degradation of the CIS function

from the proposed change in the AOT. Furthermore, the Maintenance Rule will ensure

appropriate risk management actions (e.g., compensatory actions) as warranted by the

change in risk introduced by the maintenance activity. These programmatic activities

enhance defense-in-depth because they provide backup protection (beyond the

Compensatory Actions dictated by the LCO) against inadvertent or unforeseen
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consequences of the proposed TS change. In addition, "application of the three-tiered

approach provides assurance that defense-in-depth will not be significantly impacted by

the proposed change" (Reference 2).

3.2.5 Safety Margins

The proposed TS change does not erode safety margins. The proposed AOT change

does not adversely affect any assumptions or inputs to the safety analysis, or conflict
with approved codes and standards. The UFSAR acceptance criteria are not affected,

assuming the plant is in the AOT (i.e., one CIV is inoperable in one or more penetration
flow paths) and there are no additional failures. The proposed TS change applies only
to penetration flow paths containing two or more CIVs, (or one CIV and a closed loop
system). Since each CIV by design is individually capable of performing the
containment isolation safety function, the remaining CIV will protect the leakage and
time limits assumed in the safety analysis, should a DBA occur while in the AOT. There
are no situations, apart from additional failures, in which entry into the proposed AOT
would result in failure to meet an intended safety function.

3.3 Tier 1: Evaluation of Risk Impact

The NRC staff has identified a three-tiered approach to evaluate the risk associated with
proposed TS AOT changes. Tier 1 is an evaluation of the impact on plant risk of the
proposed TS change as expressed by the incremental conditional core damage
probability (ICCDP), and the incremental conditional large early release probability

(ICLERP). The risk being addressed in this case is the incremental risk, during the
extended AOT, that is related to the inoperable CIV being left open or partially open
(i.e., the Required Action to isolate delayed) until the expiration of the proposed AOT

extension.
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The ICCDP and ICLERP are the incremental change in CDF and large early release
frequency (LERF) due to the CIV being out of service, times the length of the proposed

AOT extension (assuming that the full duration of the AOT is used). Since plant
practices typically do not plan for using the full duration of the AOT, using the full

duration in this analysis will yield conservative results.

ICCDP = CDF impact x (duration of proposed AOT)

ICLERP = LERF impact x (duration of proposed AOT)

According to Regulatory Guide 1.177, an ICCDP equal to 5e-7 and an ICLERP equal to

5e-8 represent a small impact on risk.

Tier 1, the impact of the proposed TS change on risk, is assessed below. Tiers 2 and 3,
identification of potentially high-risk configurations that could exist if other equipment

were to be taken out of service simultaneously and configuration risk management, are
discussed in Section 3.4. Application of the three-tiered approach to the proposed risk-
informed TS AOT change provides additional assurance that defense-in-depth will not
be significantly impacted by the proposed changes to the licensing basis.
3.3.1 Scope and General Approach of the Risk Evaluation for the Proposed

Technical Specification Change

To evaluate a TS change, the specific systems or components involved need to

modeled in the risk analysis. The plant-specific PRAs do not necessarily model the CIS
in detail and every penetration for which the TS change is being proposed. Therefore, a
specialized analysis was necessary involving a set of simplified models that can be

applied to each penetration.

The plant-specific PRA models were not used directly in this evaluation. Instead,
equations were developed for each penetration type, and were quantified using
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parameters extracted from the plant-specific PRAs, such as base CDF and CIV failure

rates.

The scope of risk analysis developed for evaluation of the proposed TS change is
driven by how the CIVs might impact severe accident risk. This impact may be different
than the impact associated with loss of the design basis safety function. With respect to

severe accident risk, there are:

1. Penetrations that must close or stay closed to prevent a large early release

following core damage.

2. Penetrations that must close or stay closed to prevent loss of RCS inventory
and subsequent core damage and large early release from an interfacing

systems loss of coolant accident (ISLOCA).

3. Penetrations that need to stay open post-accident to support an ACLS function,
but may need to isolate later in the accident (or upon failure of the ACLS train).

For a CIV in a flow path that is not connected to the RCS and has no design basis
safety function other than containment isolation, the CIV's risk limiting function is to
prevent a large early release following core damage. This applies to penetration flow
paths connected directly to the containment atmosphere, and to closed loop systems if
there is a coincident failure of the pipe loop inside containment. A bounding LERF is
generally estimated from the plants' CDF coincident with the probability of a failed open
CIV/penetration flow path to the outside environment. The base CDF can be extracted
from the plant-specific PRA because the CIS models are generally separate from and
not integral to the level 1 PRA model and can be treated independently from the CDF.
This approach is similar to the simplified event tree in NUREG/CR-6595, "An Approach
for Estimating the Frequencies of Various Containment Failure Modes and Bypass
Events" (see Figure 2.1 of Reference 9). This approach does however result in a gross
simplification in the conservative direction because it ignores the magnitude and timing
of the radionuclide release (i.e., the potential for early fatalities). Offsite doses could be
below the threshold for large early release, and the timing of the release may allow for
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evacuation of the close in population. This conservative approach overestimates the
LERF (and hence ICLERP) due to the proposed AOT extension.

For CIVs in a flow path connected to the RCS, there is potential to affect CDF and
LERF via an ISLOCA. A bounding risk for this case is generally determined from the
probability of a failed open CIV/penetration flow path between the RCS and the
environment outside of the containment. Since the ISLOCA is assumed to result in core
damage and large early release, the impact of mitigation systems other than the CIS is
not particularly relevant. In plant-specific PRAs, the ISLOCA type failures are typically
treated separate from the base PRA. However, the ISLOCA studies generally screen
out most of the less-significant penetrations (e.g., based on line size or number of
valves). That approach is not taken here, and all failed open penetrations connected to
the RCS are conservatively assumed to have CDF and LERF potential.

For a CIV in penetration flow paths that need to stay open post-accident to support an
ACLS function, the risk assessment considers the potential change in the CDF due to
degradation of the ACLS function. In most cases, the isolation function of the CIV is not
shared with the ACLS function of the CIV because the ACLS function is to remain open.
The position of the CIV associated with the proposed AOT extension (i.e., temporarily
unisolated/open), is generally the safe position with respect to the ACLS function.
Lengthening the AOT for an inoperable CIV may increase the incremental probability of
CIS failure (if an accident occurs during the proposed AOT extension); however the
proposed extension may improve the conditional core damage probability during the
period of inoperability by being less obtrusive to the ACLS function. The beneficial part
of this risk tradeoff is not quantified; in this risk analysis, only the potential increases in

risk are estimated.

A partially open CIV (or one that cannot be assured to be open) has the potential to
impact risk for ACLS penetrations, because the CIV does not satisfy its containment
isolation function, and the partially open flow path may not completely satisfy the ACLS
function either. The partially open flow path is probably better for the ACLS function
than having the CIV closed (which is the Required Action of the CIV TS that the
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proposed AOT extension seeks to delay). If the flow path is left as is, and an accident
occurs, its ACLS function may be lost; if the flow path is isolated, its ACLS function is
definitely lost (the AOT clock of the associated ACLS TS starts in either case). Hence,
not isolating the CIV generally does not further increase the core damage probability
during the proposed AOT extension. However, the probability of large early release

during the proposed AOT extension is affected because the proposed delay in taking
the Required Action for an inoperable CIV (isolation of the penetration) increases the
exposure to the higher CDF caused by the ACLS degradation. The general approach
for estimating the large early release impact for this situation is to adjust the plants' CDF
with the risk achievement worth (RAVV) 4 for loss of the safety function associated with
the affected ACLS flow path (or a bounding value), conservatively assuming that the
safety function of the ACLS flow path is lost. The calculations also include the

coincident probability of failure of the redundant CIV and/or flow path to the outside

environment.

3.3.2 Assumptions used in the AOT Risk Evaluation

The following assumptions were used for the risk evaluation of the proposed AOT.

1. The AOT risk evaluation was performed for power operation. The CIV Technical

Specifications and the proposed AOT change apply to operating modes 1, 2, 3,
and 4. The risk at power is bounding for the risk at the other operating modes.
That is because the energy that can be released to the reactor building when in
the hot standby, hot shutdown, and startup modes is only a fraction of that

associated with a DBA at power. The post-accident RB pressure will be lower,
RCS pressure.may be lower, and significant radionuclide decay has occurred.
Hence, the risk for power operation is conservative for Modes 2, 3, and 4.

2. The base CDFs used in this evaluation include the mean outage times (i.e.,

maintenance unavailability) for all systems. There are no experience data for the
extended AOT to suggest that increased opportunity for online maintenance will

4 The risk achievement worth importance measure is the factor that CDF will increase if the subject
component is guaranteed failed.
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improve CIV failure rates. Therefore, the assumption is made that the frequency

of outage for maintenance and the component failure rates will remain the same.
The ICCDP and ICLERP (single AOT risk) calculations assume that the full

length of the proposed AOT is used for the maintenance activity. The

acceptance criteria for ICCDP and ICLERP (5e-7 and 5e-8, respectively)

(Reference 2), ensure that the overall risk impact of the proposed AOT change

will be small, even considering separate LCO entries for multiple penetrations.

Nonetheless, the maintenance unavailability for the CIS will be tracked by the

Maintenance Rule to ensure that overall risk is not significantly impacted by the

change (see discussion of Maintenance Rule in Section 3.5).

3. In this evaluation, core damage events with open penetration flow paths to the
outside environment are assumed to be candidates for large early release. No

credit is given for small line size, or for emergency ventilation systems at the
termination point. Since separate LCO entry is allowed for each penetration flow

path, simultaneous AOT entries in different penetrations may increase the

possible effective containment hole size, albeit with diminishing probability. This
risk evaluation does not limit the LERF risk by making a distinction by size of the

penetration. However, plant-specific PRAs may consider penetrations smaller

than a certain size to be below the size threshold of a large early release, or

below the size threshold of an ISLOCA. Individual B&WOG members may chose

to categorize certain penetrations into the small risk category (i.e., allow
extended AOT) based on the size of the pipe being too small to meet the

definition of LERF and/or ISLOCA (as defined by their plant-specific PRA),

especially if the plant operators use their CRMP to monitor multiple simultaneous

CIV LCO entries.

4. The CDF used in the equations for LERF does not make a distinction with

respect to magnitude and timing of the radionuclide release. This is a

conservatism in the risk analysis because it ignores that a fraction of the events
included in the LERF may involve doses that are below the threshold for large
early release or may involve timing that allows for evacuation of the close-in
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population. This conservative approach overestimates the LERF (and hence
ICLERP) associated with the proposed AOT extension.

5. External events such as fires and floods are assumed to be insignificant risk

contributors with respect to the incremental conditional probability of core
damage or large early release during the proposed AOT. The basis for this
assumption is that the probability of a fire or flood occurring during the limited
time of the AOT (even seven days) is small. In addition, the probability that the
fire or flood also occurs in a specific zone that would affect the operable CIV on a
specific penetration, is even smaller. This fire or flood would also have to affect
other components to cause core damage. Hence, the contribution of fire or flood
is a small increment relative to the base failure probability of the operable CIV.

6. In the case of a penetration flow path with two like CIVs, and one CIV is
inoperable, the risk analysis does not include common cause failure of the
second CIV. The CCF contribution is not included because it is assumed that the
plant operators will verify (within the original four-hour AOT) that the other CIV of
the like pair has not been affected by the same failure mode. The AOT and
Required Actions for Condition B (penetration flow path with two CIVs
inoperable) are not changed by the proposed AOT extension.

7. Many of the CIVs that are required to close post-accident are air-operated valves
(AOVs), which are designed to fail in the safe state upon loss of air or control
power. A few small penetrations also use solenoid-operated valves (SOVs),
which also fail in the safe state upon loss of power. Some of the penetrations

use motor-operated valves (MOVs), which fail as-is upon loss of motive power.
A review of the failure probabilities of the associated buses reveals that failure to
close due to unavailability of the power bus is not significant relative to random
hardware failure of the MOV (and a power outage affecting the MOV coincident
with inoperability of the redundant CIV would trigger the Required Action for
Condition B, i.e., two inoperable CIVs). Dependent failure between CIVs is not
an issue because redundant CIVs on the same penetration are powered by
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different buses. The other dependency that was considered is between the CIV

failure and CDF. A review of Fussell-Vesely (FV)5 importance measures for

these buses indicates that their contribution to CDF is a small, but not

insignificant fraction. Therefore, for those risk calculations where the CDF is

combined with failure to close of an open motor-operated CIV, a contribution is

added to represent the portion of the CDF involving the bus failure (i.e., the CDF

times FV for a typical electrical bus) along with a dependent MOV failure

probability that is 1.0.

8. Transition risk (risk of changing operating modes if the end of the AOT is reached

before maintenance is completed) is conservatively ignored, even though the

longer AOT may result in fewer mode changes than the current AOT.

9. No credit is given for non-seismic pipe in seismic events. The risk calculations

include consideration of the probability of a seismic event occurring during the

AOT combined with failure a probability of 1.0 for the non-seismic pipe.

10. The failure rate for random pipe failure (i.e., non-seismically-induced failure of

pipe exposed to pressure less than or equal to design pressure) is assumed to

be 6.0e-8 /hour per penetration flow path. This failure rate was derived from K.

Jamali, "Pipe Failure Study Update" (Reference 10). The pipe failure rate for a

generic PWR assuming the most-limiting pipe size group (ID from 0.5 to 2
inches) is 6.Ole-10/segment-hour. A typical system (safety injection and

recirculation) is reported (also in Reference 10) to have about 400 pipe segments

spread over three pipe size groups (from 0.5 to 2 inches, from 2 to 6 inches, and
greater than 6 inches) and multiple system trains. Assuming two trains and an

even split between main flow paths and branch lines results in an assumption of

about 100 pipe segments per flow path, yielding 6.0 e-8/hour for a typical

penetration flow path. This is a conservative estimate for the penetration flow

paths under consideration because the pipe segments closest to the containment

wall are the most risk significant for rupture; as the distance from the containment

sThe FV importance measure represents the fraction of the CDF contributed by the failure of interest.
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increases, the likelihood that additional valves will be available for isolation of the

leak increases.

11. Selected penetrations have additional CIVs over what has been evaluated in the

risk analysis (e.g., three CIVs in series instead of two). For these cases, the risk

analysis is conservative.

12. Exposure times used in the risk analysis are based upon the proposed AOT (168

hours) for the CIVs. In the case of penetration flow paths that are part of an
ACLS, and failure modes that impact the ACLS, the exposure time used is that

associated with the ACLS (72 hours), because it is more limiting.

13. In determining the exposure time for normally closed (NC) non-ACLS CIVs

(normally open CIVs, and CIVs in ACLS flow paths have per-demand failure

rates), it is assumed that a failure of both CIVs is either self-revealing or else the

position of the unaffected CIV is verified (i.e., not in Condition B) prior to entering

into the extended portion of the AOT for the inoperable CIV.

14. For normally open (NO) CIVs, the failure probability of the automatic isolation

signal is assumed to be small relative to the CIV failure-to-close probability.

3.3.3 Risk Analysis Input

Plant-specific input is used throughout the risk evaluation. PRA-derived parameters

used in the risk analysis (CDF, etc.) were surveyed from the participating B&WOG
plants, and the most limiting values for each parameter were used in the risk analysis.

This ensures generic applicability, as well as conservatism of the results. Table 3-1

shows the risk-related inputs that were used in this analysis.

The RAW values used in the risk analysis account for the incremental increase in risk

associated with a train of an ACLS being out of service. The PRAs from the

participating B&WOG plants were reviewed to determine representative values for the
most limiting ACLS systems. When these RAW values were used, the risk calculations
also note the approximate upper limit that the RAW value could take on for an ALCS
train and still achieve acceptable risk for an AOT extension of the CIVs in that
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penetration flow path. This is intended as a sensitivity analysis so that penetration flow

paths would not be excluded from applicability in future plant-specific submittals if PRA

updates proved to have slightly higher RAW scores for some ACLS trains.

Table 3-1 PRA Parameters used in CIV Risk Evaluation

PRA Parameter Limiting Plant-Specific
Value

Base CDF (not including 50e 5/year

ISLOCA)

CDF for Seismic 3.9e-5/year

Seismic initiating event 5.Oe-4/year
frequency

CDF that includes steam
generator tube rupture (SGTR) 8.8e-7/year

CCDP for reactor trip transient 1.1e-6

RAW value relative to CDF for
an ACLS train connected directly 29.8
to the RCS (e.g., LPI and HPI)

RAW value relative to CDF for
an ACLS train connected directly 1.0
to containment atmosphere
(e.g., RB sprays)

RAW value relative to CDF for
an ACLS train in closed-loop 12.0
system (e.g., cooling water loop)

RAW value relative to CDF for
failed secondary side isolation 1.04
following SGTR
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In addition, the risk evaluation uses failure rates for the CIVs, other valves contained in

the penetration flow paths, and related parameters. The values for these component

basic events also came from a survey of the PRAs of the participating B&WOG plants.

The configurations analyzed for the penetration flow paths and the potential release

paths to the outside environment involve several different valve types (MOV, AOV, etc.).

Rather than analyze each different combination of valves that could occur on a

penetration, this generic risk analysis assumes the valve type with the most limiting

failure rate for all of the cases. This was done in the interest of conservatism, and to

reduce the number of variations to analyze in the risk analysis.

As shown in Table 3-2, failure rates were determined for each valve type and failure

mode (fails to close, fails open). These were obtained by comparing the failure rates

from the three plant-specific PRAs and using the median value. Then the failure rate of

the most limiting valve type for each failure mode was chosen and propagated through

the risk analysis. This method provides a conservative assessment based on the

bounding valve type, without introducing excess conservatism.
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Table 3-2 Component Failure Rates used in CIV Risk Evaluation

Basic Event Representative Plant- Limiting Failure
Specific Value Rate

MOV fails to close 1.7e-3/demand

AOV fails to close 1.7e-3/demand Most limiting
fails to close:

SOV fails to close 9.1e-4/demand 1.7e-3/demand

Check valve fails to close (reseat) 4.7e-4/demand

MOV fails open (fails to remain closed) 1.0e-7/hour

AOV fails open (fails to remain closed) 3.9e-7/hour

SOV fails open (fails to remain closed) 3.8e-7/hour

Check valve fails open (fails to remain Most limiting
closed) 7.6e-8/hour fails open:

3.9e-7/hour
Manual valve fails open (fails to remain 45e-8/hour
closed)

Blind flange fails open Insignificant relative
to valves

480V bus - FV importance (dependent
probability that MOV power bus will have 2.2e-3
failed during core damage sequence)

HEP for failure to close other (non-CIV)
valves to terminate potential ISLOCA and/or 0.05
offsite release

CCF beta-factor between non-CIV valves 0.03
(MOV assumed)

Relief valve fails open (fails to remain 1.7e-6lhour
closed)
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3.3.4 Approach for Assessing Risk using Generic Configurations

The principal tool for assessing the risk associated with the proposed AOT extension is

a failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA), amended with risk calculations, as show

in Table 3-3. The FMEA table has sections for each of the general categories of

penetration flow paths, namely:

* Penetrations connected directly to the RCS,

• Penetrations connected directly with the containment atmosphere, and

* Penetrations connected to a closed loop system inside containment.

Each of these categories is further divided into those without an ACLS function (i.e.,

other than containment isolation), and those that have an ACLS function. Within each

of these categories are cases with NO and NC ClVs, and cases for seismic and non-

seismic piping, where applicable. The FMEA assesses the incremental impact upon

CDF and LERF of the proposed AOT extension for an inoperable CIV, which is

expressed in terms of ICCDP and ICLERP.

With a few exceptions (noted in Section 2.3), all of the penetrations listed in the plant

UFSARs that have CIVs meeting Conditions A and C of Technical Specification 3.6.3,

can be matched to one of the categories in Table 3-3. These calculations are general

enough to encompass a wide range of valve arrangements.

While the FMEA addresses single line penetration pathways, they can be taken either

individually or in combination to address penetrations with ganged ClVs. For example,

some smaller penetrations may have an outboard CIV that is in series with two parallel

inboard ClVs (see figure below).
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RB

A

B

c

In this example, if CIV A is inoperable, one flow path is affected. However, if CIV B is

inoperable, then two flow paths are affected and the calculated risk is therefore twice

What is indicated in the table. However, these are small lines (such as sample lines),

which have limited potential for core damage or large early release. Therefore, doubling

the probability did not make a difference with respect to changing a small risk impact to

a significant risk impact.

Each category of penetration flow path in the FMEA is also matched with a matrix of

possible configurations for the remainder of the flow path (i.e., excluding the CIVs) from

the RCS or containment atmosphere to the outside environment. These broadly define

a range of escape path possibilities for a potential release (and/or loss of coolant), given

failure of the CIVs. The escape path matrix ranges from an open pipe outside of

containment to a completely closed loop system outside of containment, with categories

in between to credit open loop systems with additional open or closed valves in the

pathway. The next section (Section 3.3.5) contains a generic risk calculation for each of

the simplified escape path configurations, with the bounding risk being associated with

the escape path that is completely open (i.e., conditional probability of release equals

1.0, given a release past the CIVs), and the best risk being with the outside interfacing

system that is completely closed (i.e., release is dependent upon failure of high-

pressure pipe). The sections that follow (starting with Section 3.3.6) provide a

discussion of the risk calculations for an inoperable CIV in each general category of

penetration flow path shown on the FMEA.
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3.3.5 Failure Probability for Flow Path Configurations to Outside Environment

Failure probabilities were calculated for possible configurations of the remainder of the

penetration flow path(s) (i.e., excluding the CIVs) from the RCS or containment

atmosphere to the outside environment. This is a simplified and bounding approach.

The bounding case is the assumption of an open path to the outside environment

(Configuration A), where the conditional probability of release is assumed to be 1.0. In

most cases the risk associated with the inoperable CIV was acceptable for this

bounding case. The exceptions are noted in the results with a discussion of the

circumstances wherein the risk would be acceptable.

The least limiting case is the case where the CIV exit path is connected to a closed loop

system outside of the containment (Configuration G) that is designed to withstand the

pressure of the RCS or the post-accident containment atmosphere, as the case may be.

The remaining cases (Configurations B through F) all assume that there is a vulnerable

low-pressure pipe or system opening somewhere in the interfacing system. Various

numbers of open or closed valves are assumed to intervene. As with the CIVs, the

failure probability of these additional (non-CIV) valves was bounded by assuming the

most limiting valve type (Table 3-2). The additional valves credited in these pathways

may be inside or outside of the containment, although the fault trees presume that the

extra valves are outside of the containment because that is most limiting with respect to

the inability to isolate random piping failures outside of containment.

The paragraphs and figures below show the failure probability calculation for the

assumed interfacing system flow path configurations ranging from open pipe to closed

system. These calculations apply only to the portion of the system exclusive of the

CIVs in the pathway to the outside environment, given that the CIVs have failed to

isolate the flow path. These probabilities must be combined with the ICCDP and

ICLERP calculations for the CIV portion of the flow path, as indicated on the FMEA.

The probabilities are calculated for two different AOT assumptions, once for the

proposed 168-hour.AOT, and once for the 72-hour AOT associated with the ACLS

Technical Specifications.
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Since the interfacing systems often have multiple pathways and branch lines, the risk

associated with a specific penetration can be approximated by using the most limiting

applicable pathway. Alternately, the risk for multiple flow paths can be combined,

crediting the minimum amount of interfacing system necessary to show a small risk.

For example, in most cases, the open pipe assumption produces acceptable risk,

making it unnecessary to be concerned about the state of the system downstream of

the CIVs.

The calculations below include the probability of non-seismically-induced piping failure.

For a seismic event and non-seismic pipe in the interfacing system, the pipe failure

probabilities below are assumed to be 1.0, and the conditional failure probabilities for

Configurations A through G all reduce to 1.0.

3.3.5.1 Configuration A: Open Pipe

This configuration applies to penetration flow paths that are open to the outside

environment beyond the outboard CIV with no other intervening valves. This case is

also applicable to the situation where the pressure boundary of the outboard CIV is

breached due to the repair activity. Conditional probability of an escape path to outside

environment is assumed to be 1.0.

RB

:Outboard CIV

-1-:. •. -Open Pipe

With respect to CIV repairs involving pressure boundary teardown (or a failure that

involves a breach of the CIV pressure boundary), the repair procedure generally

requires closure of the line (i.e., isolation of the component). Since isolation of the line

will satisfy the Required Action, it is apparent that for corrective maintenance requiring

pressure boundary teardown, the extended AOT is not particularly relevant once the
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repair activity is initiated. Therefore, this configuration can be used to assess the risk

for the situation where there may be a breach of the CIV pressure boundary, and repair

is not initiated within the original four-hour AOT. Also, if the CIV flow path has an ACLS

function, and the CIV flow path is isolated, cannot be assured open, or the pressure

boundary is breached, then the separate LCO for the ACLS TS will be invoked.

3.3.5.2 Configuration B: Low Pressure Pipe

This configuration applies to penetration flow paths that interface with low pressure

piping directly beyond the outboard CIV (with no other valves between the RCS or

containment atmosphere and the low pressure vulnerability). For penetration flow paths

connected to the RCS, this would be piping that is not designed for exposure to RCS

pressures. For penetrations connected to containment atmosphere, low-pressure pipe

is defined as pipe with design pressure less than peak post-accident or severe accident

containment pressure. For this evaluation, the probability of rupture of the low-pressure

pipe is conservatively assumed to be 1.0. In some cases, the low-pressure pipe may be

protected by a relief valve; then, there is a probability that the relief valve may prevent

failure of the pipe, which for conservatism and simplification of the analysis has been

ignored in this evaluation.

RB

Outboard CIV

LP Pipe

3.3.5.3 Configuration C: Open System or Path with One or Two Additional Open

Valves

This configuration applies to penetration flow paths that interface with low pressure or

open piping, but with intervening valve(s) in series with the CIVs that could be called

into service if needed for backup isolation. There is at least one additional open,
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remote-operated valve or check valve (not including the CIVs, which can be NO or NC)

between the RCS or containment atmosphere, and the portion of the outside system

that is low pressure or open. The check valves must be oriented so that they block flow

exiting containment and they are considered open if they open to pass flow before or

during the accident. (The fault tree below is conservative with respect to check valves

because it assumes a valve type that requires an operator action to close, and because

open-loop systems are likely to have a check valve.) The fault tree includes the

probability that the high-pressure pipe upstream of the valve fails, as well as failure of

the valve to close and isolate the failed low-pressure pipe or other system opening

downstream of the valve.

This case may apply to the situation where the flow path contains a NO valve or a NC

valve that opens to perform a post-accident function. It may also be used to represent

the risk for the case where there are NC valves in the pathway (e.g., configurations D

and E) that are not in their correct position at the beginning of the AOT.

RB

Failed open path to
;Outboard CIV Open Valve(s) environment for line

.___.. with open valve(s)
LP or 5.2e-2 (168h AOT)

HP Pipe Open5.2e-2 (72h AOT)

Human error, failure Valve(s) (assume 1)
to close valve(s) fail to close

0.05 1.7e-3
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3.3.5.4 Configuration D: Open System or Path with One Additional Closed Valve

This configuration applies to penetration flow paths that interface with low pressure or

open piping, but with an intervening valve that provides backup isolation. There is one

closed valve (not including the CIVs) between the RCS or containment atmosphere and

the portion of the outside system that is low pressure or open. The valve may be

power-operated, manual, a check valve, or a flange. It is interpreted as a closed valve if

it is NC, is closed at the beginning of the CIV's extended AOT, and also stays closed

post-accident; an example may be a manual valve in a branch line off of the main flow

path that is used for a drain or vent.

RB :

Outboard CIV Closed Valve

HP Pipe LP or
Open Pipe

Failed open path to
environment for line

with closed valve
7.6e-5 (168h AOT)
3.2e-5 72h AOT

3.3.5.5 Configuration E: Open System or Path with Two Additional Closed Valves

This configuration applies to penetration flow paths that interface with low pressure or

open piping, but with intervening valves that provide backup isolation. There are two

closed valves (not including the CIVs) between the RCS or containment atmosphere,

and the portion of the outside system that is low pressure or open. A common cause
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failure (CCF) is assumed between the two valves; this is conservative because the two

valves may not be alike (e.g., a manual valve and a blind flange).

RB :

Outboard CIV Closed Valves

, LP or
HP Pipe OP Pp

, Open Pipe

Failed open path to
environment for line
with 2 closed valves
1.2e-5 (168h AOT)
5.2e-6 (72h AOT

3.3.5.6 Configuration F: Open System or Path with Three or More Additional
Valves

This configuration applies to penetration flow paths that interface with an open system

so that there is low pressure or open piping, but with intervening valves that provide

backup isolation. There are three or more valves that are closed or can be closed (not

including the CIVs) between the RCS or containment atmosphere, and the portion of the

outside system that is low pressure or open. Typically, in open systems, the flow path

contains a diverse series of valves including one or more check valves, as well as

remote-operated valves. From a risk perspective, this configuration is essentially a

closed system and equivalent to Configuration G, because there is a very low

probability that the low pressure or open portion of the system will be exposed to high

RCS or containment pressure.
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RB

:Outboard CIV Open or Closed Valves

HP Pipe LP orOpen Pipe

3.3.5.7 Configuration G: Closed System

This configuration applies to penetration flow paths that interface with closed loop
systems outside of containment that have no low design pressure vulnerabilities. An
environmental exposure requires failure of the high-pressure pipe.

RB

Outboard CIV

HP Pipe - closed system

Failed open path to
environment for closed

system
1.0e-5 (168h AOT)
4.3e-6 2h AO')

Random failure of
high-pressure pipe

6e-8/h x AOT

3.3.6 Assessment of Risk for Penetrations Connected to the RCS

The first category of CIVs in the FMEA (Table 3-3, item 1.) is for those flow paths
connected to the RCS that have no ACLS function other than containment isolation.
These penetrations have at least two CIVs. Within the subcategories on the FMEA,
there are CJVs that are NO and CIVs that are NC. The failure mode being addressed is
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the failure of the second CIV to close or to remain closed, given that one of the CIVs is

inoperable and within the extended AOT. The CDF and LERF impact that is addressed

(qualitatively and quantitatively) is limited to that which can be attributed to extension of
the AOT. The incremental risk for this is expressed in terms of the ICCDP and ICLERP.

For CIVs in a flow path connected to the RCS, there is potential to affect CDF and

LERF via an ISLOCA. A bounding risk for this case is determined from the probability
of a failed open penetration flow path between the RCS and the environment outside of

the containment. This involves the inoperable CIV, failure of the redundant CIV, and as
applicable, failures in the interfacing system. Like the traditional ISLOCA analysis (in
plant-specific PRAs), the interfacing system failure can occur due to exposure of low-
pressure lines to RCS pressure. This can occur directly as a result of the CIV failures or

due to failure of additional valves. In addition, (unlike most traditional ISLOCA

analysis), the risk assessment includes a contribution for random failure of the high-
pressure pipe in the interfacing system. For systems that are closed loop systems

outside of containment, the ISLOCA requires random failure of the pipe or induced pipe
break from overpressure or a seismic event (if non-seismic piping). For systems that

are open loops, additional valve failures may also contribute to the ISLOCA. The
ISLOCA is assumed to lead to eventualcore damage, and large early release.

For RCS connections, one flow path configuration (from those outlined in the previous
section) that was not explicitly analyzed for the proposed AOT is one that is open to the
outside environment just past the CIVs (configuration A). The risk for this configuration

was not analyzed because there are no penetration flow paths that meet this description

for an RCS connection except for the situation where the CIV inoperability or

subsequent repair activity involves a breach of the pressure boundary of the outboard

CIV (e.g., repairs involving removal of seal packing or other valve components that

would affect penetration integrity). However, once the repair is initiated, this analysis
configuration is no longer applicable because the plant operator could not work on the

pressure boundary of the outboard CIV without first isolating the line from the RCS via
securing of the inboard CIV or other valve (and hence satisfying the Required Action of
the Technical Specifications). The incremental risk (for configuration A) would only be
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incurred if the AOT extension was to be used to delay initiation of repair for an

inoperable CIV and the reason for the inoperability was a failed pressure boundary.

However that risk is controlled by the Technical Specifications for RCS pressure

boundary leakage (Standard TS 3.4.13), which have a more limiting AOT than the

proposed CIV AOT. Therefore, the assumption is made that the extended AOT cannot

be used to delay repair for an inoperable CIV on an RCS flow path if the reason for the

inoperability is a failure of the valve's RCS pressure boundary. Hence there is no

incremental risk associated with the proposed AOT extension for valve inoperability or

repair activity involving the valve's RCS pressure boundary.

There are usually other-valves in series with the two CIVs. For NC CIVs (item 1.1), the

analyzed configurations for the interfacing system pipe include a direct connection to

low pressure pipe (configuration B), connection to high-pressure pipe with low-pressure

vulnerabilities (or openings) past additional interfacing system valves (configurations C

through F), and a completely closed high-pressure system (configuration G). For NO

CIVs (item 1.3), the configurations with open or low-pressure vulnerabilities

(configurations A through D) are not applicable because the interfacing system must be

high-pressure piping; all pathways between the RCS and the environment (or low-

pressure vulnerability) have at least three additional valves or at least two NC

valves/flanges (e.g., drain lines). The other entries in the FMEA (1.2 and 1.4) are the

contributions from a seismic event if the piping outside the containment is non-seismic.

In the non-seismic pipe cases, the failure modes outside of containment are replaced

with the probability of a seismic event coupled with an assumed probability of 1.0 for

pipe failure.

Like in the traditional ISLOCA studies, the penetrations that have low risk significance

are those that have multiple closed valves in series protecting low pressure or open

systems. Configurations that include multiple valves, not counting the inoperable CIV,

or a high pressure closed loop outside containment, have a small impact on risk during

the proposed AOT (ICCDP is 5e-7 or better, and ICLERP is 5e-8 or better per

Regulatory Guide 1.177). This is consistent with plant-specific PRA results, which

typically show low ISLOCA risk for penetrations that have a sufficient number of valves.
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The AOT risk is not small (per the Regulatory Guide criteria) for the cases where a NC

CIV is inoperable and there are less than two closed valves not counting the inoperable

CIV (but including the unaffected CIV) between the RCS and an environmental opening

or low-pressure vulnerability.- This includes RCS penetrations with NC CIVs that

connect to low-pressure pipe or an open path with no additional intervening closed

valves (FMEA item 1.1, configurations B and C). However, there should be very few if
any penetration flow paths in this category. The few penetration flow paths that may fit

this description are also likely to be dominant contributors to the ISLOCA risk in the

plant-specific PRA. (Since this is a simplified and conservative analysis, the plant-

specific ISLOCA analysis should be yielded to for determining the risk from these

penetrations.) That ISLOCA risk is exacerbated when one of the ClVs is inoperable.

An example of a penetration flow path in this category may be the decay heat removal

(DHR) suction line at Oconee. This line has two NC ClVs with low-pressure piping

downstream. One of the ClVs has the power removed from it during power operation

(which satisfies the Required Action for isolation); however, if that CIV was inoperable,

the remaining CIV is insufficient to keep the risk impact small during the proposed AOT

extension, unless it is also de-energized. This result suggests against extending the

AOT for any penetration flow paths that may have this configuration. Hence, the

conclusion:

* The extended AOT will not be used for an inoperable NC CIV if it leaves the

penetration flow path with only one closed valve between the RCS and the

environment (i.e., low pressure pipe or opening) and that valve is not verified

closed.6

The specific penetrations (if any) where this is applicable or where the there is a high

risk significance for ISLOCA (as determined by the plant-specific risk-informed process)

will be identified on a plant-specific basis prior to implementation of the proposed TS

change. They will be listed explicitly in the proposed TS revision, and the current AOT

will be retained.
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3.3.7 Assessment of Risk for Penetrations Connected to the RCS that have an

ACLS Function

The next category of CIVs in the FMEA (item 2.) is for those flow paths connected to the

RCS that have an ACLS function in addition to containment isolation. These

penetrations have at least two CIVs. The CIVs may be either NO or NC initially, but

since they have an ALCS function they are assumed to be open post-accident. The

failure mode being addressed is the failure of the second CIV to close given that one of

the CIVs is inoperable and within the extended AOT. Since the flow path has an ACLS

function, a distinction is made as to whether or not the inoperable CIV is known to be

open (i.e., assured open7). The CDF and LERF impact that is addressed is that which

can be attributed to the proposed extension of the AOT.

For inoperable CIVs, the ISLOCA risk is essentially identical to the non-ACLS case

(item 1.) since the ACLS function is not important to the outcome of ISLOCA type

events. Since the ISLOCA is assumed to result in core damage and large early release,

the impact of mitigation systems other than the CIS is not particularly relevant and is not

credited in the risk analysis. Hence, the conclusions for RCS penetrations with ACLS

functions are the same as for RCS penetrations without ACLS functions.

There is also a contribution to large early release risk, unrelated to ISLOCA, if there is a

core damage event and the operable CIV that was opened for a post-accident function

later fails to close. This risk is very small relative to the ISLOCA risk and is included in

the FMEA for completeness.

The risk is from an offsite release following a non-ISLOCA core damage event that

occurs during the proposed AOT. An operable CIV that opened for the post-accident

ACLS function may need to reclose later if the various ACLS functions are unsuccessful

in preventing core damage. With respect to the risk impact of extending the AOT of the

6 In this context, "verified closed" means the definition provided in the LCO 3.6.3 action statements, e.g.,
closed and de-activated automatic valve, closed manual valve, blind flange, or check valve with flow
through the valve secured.
7 In this context, "assured open" means that the inoperable CIV is in a state or is put into a state such that
entering the Conditions and Required Actions of the applicable ACLS Technical Specification is not
required.
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inoperable CIV, there is an increment to LERF if a core damage event occurs coincident

with the extended AOT (because the isolated penetration may have prevented offsite

release). With respect to the ACLS function, the proposed AOT extension has no
impact if the inoperable CIV is assured open. If the inoperable CIV is only partially open
(or cannot be assured to be open), then the CIV may not satisfy the ACLS function.

The approach for estimating the risk impact for this situation is to conservatively assume

that the safety function of the ACLS flow path is lost and adjust the core damage
probability with the RAW importance for loss of the safety function associated with the

affected ACLS flow path. The calculation then proceeds as in the other cases with the
coincident probability of a failed open flow path to the outside environment.

The results are not sensitive to the RAW importance of the ACLS flow path. The RAW
would have to be extremely high (above 10,000) before the non-ISLOCA contribution to

risk became significant during the proposed AOT.

3.3.8 Assessment of Risk for Penetrations Connected to Containment

Atmosphere

The third category of CIVs in the FMEA (item 3.) is for those flow paths connected

directly to the containment atmosphere that have no ACLS function other than

containment isolation. These penetrations have at least two CIVs. Within the
subcategories on the FMEA there are CIVs that are NC and CIVs that are NO, as well
as cases for seismic and non-seismic piping. The failure mode being addressed is the
failure of the second CIV to close or to remain closed, given that one of the CIVs is
inoperable and within the extended AOT. The CDF and LERF impact that is addressed
is the risk that can be attributed to extension of the AOT. The incremental risk for this is

expressed in terms of the ICCDP and ICLERP.

For CIVs in a flow path connected to the containment atmosphere, there is no impact on
CDF because there is no interface with the RCS or an ACLS. However, there is
potential to affect LERF. LERF may be affected during the proposed AOT if the
penetration fails open and there is also a core damage event. The LERF impact is
determined from the probability of a failed open penetration flow path between the
containment atmosphere and the environment outside of containment, and the
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probability of a coincident core damage event occurring during the proposed AOT. The

open flow path involves the inoperable CIV, failure of the redundant CIV, and applicable

failures of the interfacing system (from Section 3.3.5). The interfacing system failure

can occur due to over pressurization of piping that is not designed for exposure to post-

accident containment pressure, from random failure of piping, or due to a seismic event.

Failure of additional valves can also expose the environment, or the pipe may be open

to the environment (possibly due to repair activity).

All of the CIV flow path configurations in this category have a small risk impact for the

proposed AOT. This is because the probability of a core damage event occurring

coincident with failure of the operable CIV during the extended AOT is small. In this

case, no credit is needed for any additional valves other than the CIVs, and the

conclusion is not sensitive to whether or not the interfacing system design is strong

enough to withstand post-accident or severe accident pressures.

3.3.9 Assessment of Risk for Penetrations Connected to Containment

Atmosphere that have an ACLS Function

The fourth category of CIVs in the FMEA (item 4.) is for those flow paths connected

directly to the containment atmosphere that have an ACLS function in addition to

containment isolation. These penetrations have at least two CIVs. The CIVs may be

either NO or NC initially, but since they have an ALCS function they are assumed to be

open post-accident. The failure mode being addressed is the failure of the second CIV
to close given that one of the CIVs is inoperable and within the extended AOT. Since

the flow path has an ACLS function, a distinction is made as to whether or not the
inoperable CIV is known to be open (i.e., assured open). The CDF and LERF impact

that is addressed (qualitatively and quantitatively) is that which can be attributed to the

proposed extension of the AOT.

If there is assurance that the inoperable CIV is open, the risk increment is identical to

the non-ACLS case (item 3.). The CIV position associated with the proposed AOT

extension (i.e., open), is generally the safe position with respect to the ACLS function.

CDF is not affected by the AOT extension because the ACLS function is not impaired if
the CIV is open. However there is an impact upon LERF if there is a core damage
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event during the AOT and the operable CIV fails to close. The operable CIV may be NO

or opened for a post-accident function, but may need to close later if there is core

damage.

If the inoperable CIV is only partially open (or cannot be assured to be open), then the

CIV may not satisfy the ACLS function. The CDF and LERF may be affected by the
impaired ACLS train. However, the risk impact from the degraded ACLS function is not

a result of the proposed AOT extension. (Delaying the Required Action to isolate the

flow path improves the likelihood that the ACLS train will be available if an accident

occurs during the AOT, and does not change the LCO or Required Action associated

with the ACLS Technical Specifications.) However, there is a potential impact on LERF

from the AOT extension if the impaired ACLS train affects CDF at the same time that

CIV operability is degraded. (The LCO of the ACLS Technical Specifications will also

be invoked if applicable, and the AOT for the CIV and ACLS functions will run

concurrently.) The magnitude of the release may also be worsened by the degraded

containment ACLS function; however this does not impact the calculated risk further

because core damage coincident with containment isolation failure is conservatively

assumed to be a large early release (Section 3.3.2, Assumption 4).

Therefore, the incremental large early release risk is estimated from the probability of a

core damage event occurring during the extended AOT coincident with failure of the
operable CIV. To determine the risk impact it is conservatively assumed that the safety
function of the ACLS flow path is lost. The probability of core damage occurring during

the concurrently running AOTs is adjusted with the RAW importance to CDF for loss of

the safety function associated with the affected ACLS flow path.

The calculation then proceeds as in the other cases with the probability that the rest of

the flow path to the outside environment is failed open. The most limiting of these

configurations is the case of an open pipe outside of containment, which may apply to
the circumstance where the reason for inoperability of the outboard CIV is a leaking CIV
pressure boundary (however it is assumed that repair of the pressure boundary would

require isolation). All of the CIV flow path configurations in this category have a small
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risk impact for the proposed AOT. This is because the probability of a core damage

event occurring coincident with failure of the operable CIV during the extended AOT is

small. The valves in the flow path other than the ClVs are not pertinent to the

conclusion that there is a small risk impact for the proposed AOT.

Containment systems rarely have a significant impact on CDF and the RAW importance

is typically close to 1.0 for containment systems. The RAW would have to be very high

for a containment system (about 30) before the contribution to risk became significant

during the proposed AOT.

3.3.10 Assessment of Risk for Penetrations Connected to a Closed Loop System

Inside of Containment

The fifth category of ClVs in the FMEA (item 5.) is for those flow paths connected to a

closed loop system inside containment that have no ACLS function except containment

isolation. The closed loop system may interface with the containment atmosphere or

with the RCS (via the SGs). These penetrations generally have one CIV, because the

closed loop provides the second barrier. There are also cases for seismic and non-

seismic interfacing system piping. One failure mode being addressed is the failure of

the second barrier (i.e., the closed loop inside containment), given that the CIV is

inoperable and within the extended AOT. Another failure mode that is addressed is

failure of the CIV, given that the pressure boundary of the closed loop inside

containment is inoperable (for pressure boundaries not shared with the RCS). This
failure mode assumes that the closed loop pressure boundary is a treated like a second

CIV (see proposed new Condition described in Section 2.1) because it represents the
redundant containment isolation barrier. The CDF and LERF impact that is addressed

is the risk that can be attributed to extension of the AOT. The incremental risk for this is

expressed in terms of the ICCDP and ICLERP.

The first two subsections in this category (FMEA items 5.1 and 5.2) are for penetration

flow paths that connect with closed loop systems interfacing with the containment

atmosphere. The first failure mode in each of these subcategories involves an

inoperable CIV. For an inoperable CIV, there is not likely to be any CDF impact from

the extended AOT because the system is not connected with either the RCS or an
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ACLS function. However there is a possibility that failure of the pressure boundary of
the closed loop system train may cause a reactor trip. Extending the AOT for the CIV
increases the exposure time to the pressure boundary failure mode. Therefore, the

calculation for CDF impact makes the conservative assumption that a reactor trip will
occur, and determines the incremental change in core damage probability if the failure
occurs during the proposed AOT. The LERF impact for this case also requires failure of
the pressure boundary of the closed loop inside containment, coincident with a core

damage event either from the reactor trip mentioned above or an independently

occurring accident. As with the other cases a path to the outside environment is needed

for an offsite release. However, the valves in the flow path other than the CIV are not
pertinent to the conclusion that there is a small risk impact for the proposed AOT. The
risk impact during the proposed AOT is small for these CIVs because they are paired

with closed loop systems inside containment that do not have an RCS pressure

boundary or ACLS function. The probability of core damage and coincident failure of
the closed loop piping during the proposed AOT is not significant.

The second failure mode addressed for each of these subcategories (FMEA items 5.1
and 5.2) involves inoperability of the closed loop inside containment (which is the
second containment isolation barrier). This assumes that the proposed longer AOT
applies to the closed loop pressure boundary with the containment atmosphere. Here
the AOT extension has no impact on CDF because the system is not connected with

either the RCS or an ACLS function. (No reactor trip contribution is included because

the AOT would not be relevant if a reactor trip occurred due to the pressure boundary
issue.) There is a LERF impact because the long AOT for the closed loop increases the

exposure time to a coincident core damage event and failure of the operable CIV.

The impact on risk is small for this case, and is the same as the analogous case of a
penetration flow path that is open to the containment atmosphere with one operable CIV

(FMEA items 3.3 and 3.4).

For ClVs in penetration flow paths that connect with closed loop systems interfacing
with the RCS (i.e., the steam generator, FMEA item 5.3), there is an impact on CDF and
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LERF because part of the closed loop system inside containment also has an RCS

pressure boundary function. The CDF is impacted if a SGTR event occurs during the

extended AOT. The increase in CDF results from the increased probability that the

affected SG is not isolated, which occurs due to the inoperable CIV and failure of other
valves or pipes in the interfacing system. The magnitude of the CDF impact is

estimated from the base CDF and the RAW importance for SGTR with failure to isolate.

Similarly, there is an impact upon LERF from the proposed AOT extension if a

coincident SGTR occurs. If a core damage event that includes SGTR occurs during the

proposed AOT, then an offsite release may result if there is also a failure of secondary

side isolation and a pathway to the environment. In this case the probability of SGTR-

related core damage includes the base contribution from SGTR events as well as the

incremental increase in CDF (described above) related to the increased failure

probability of SG isolation.

The incremental increase in core damage probability and large early release probability

during the proposed AOT is small. The results are not sensitive to the RAW importance

of secondary side isolation failure for SGTR events. The RAW would have to be very

high (on the order of 400) before the incremental risk during the proposed AOT is

significant.

3.3.11 Assessment of Risk for Penetrations Connected to Closed Loop Systems

Inside Containment that have an ACLS Function

The last category of CIVs in the FMEA (item 6.) is for those flow paths connected to a

closed loop system inside containment that have an ACLS function in addition to

containment isolation. The closed loop systems in this case interface with the

containment atmosphere or with the RCS (via the SGs). These penetrations generally

have one CIV, because the closed loop provides the second barrier. One failure mode

being addressed is the failure of the second barrier (i.e., the closed loop inside

containment), given that the CIV is inoperable and within the extended AOT. Another

failure mode that is addressed is failure of the CIV, given that the pressure boundary of

the closed loop inside containment is inoperable (for pressure boundaries not shared
with the RCS). This failure mode assumes that the closed loop pressure boundary is a
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treated like a second CIV (see proposed new Condition described in Section 2.1)

because it represents the redundant containment isolation barrier.

The first subsection in this category (FMEA item 6.1) is for CIVs in penetration flow

paths that connect with closed loop systems interfacing with the containment

atmosphere. The first failure mode addressed involves an inoperable CIV. The
inoperable CIV is assumed to be open, and its position is not important to the ACLS

function since the ACLS train is assumed to be failed due to the pipe break. The risk

impact for these penetrations is similar to the case above without an ACLS function

(item 5.1 in FMEA) except for an additional increment associated with degradation of

the ACLS function of the affected train.

The FMEA addresses the CDF and LERF impact that can be attributed to extension of

the AOT. Failure of the pressure boundary of the closed loop system train during the

extended AOT may cause a reactor trip. Extending the AOT for the CIV increases the

exposure time to the pressure boundary failure mode. The calculation for core damage

assumes that a reactor trip will occur, and determines the incremental change in core

damage probability if the failure occurs during the proposed AOT. Failure of the closed

loop pipe inside containment may also provide a pathway for large early release if core

damage also occurs either due to the trip or an independent event. Both the CDF and

LERF impact account for the incremental increase associated with failure of the ACLS

train. The impact of the degraded ACLS function is included by adjusting the probability

of core damage during the proposed AOT with the RAW value for loss of the ACLS train

function.

As with the other cases, a path to the outside environment is needed for an offsite

release. The most limiting configuration for the rest of the flow path is the case of an

open pipe outside of containment, which for a closed loop system would occur only in

the circumstance where the reason for the CIV inoperability was a failure of the CIV

pressure boundary. Once a repair of the CIV is initiated that requires a pressure

boundary teardown, the ACLS loop would be isolated and it would not be likely to cause

a reactor trip. For this as well as the other flow path configurations in this category, the
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impact upon risk (as measured by ICCDP and ICLERP) is small and the additional

valves in the flow path are not pertinent to the conclusion that there is a small risk

impact for the proposed AOT.

The RAW value used in this calculation for the degraded ACLS function is the most

limiting RAW value (i.e., 12.0) for this type of system that could be found in the PRAs of

the participating plants. However, the risk impact of the proposed AOT extension is

small even with a RAW value that is considerably higher (e.g., 80) than the most limiting

plant-specific value.

The second failure mode addressed for this category (FMEA item 6.1) involves

inoperability of the closed loop inside containment (which is the second containment

isolation barrier). This assumes that the proposed longer AOT applies to the closed

loop pressure boundary with the containment atmosphere. Here the AOT extension has

no impact on CDF because the ACLS train is degraded whether or not the penetration

flow path is isolated. (No reactor trip contribution is included because the AOT would

not be relevant if a reactor trip occurred due to the pressure boundary issue.) There is

a LERF impact because the long AOT for the closed loop increases the exposure time

to a coincident core damage event and failure of the operable CIV.

With respect to the probability of a flow path to the outside environment, the most

limiting configuration for this case is that of low-pressure pipe (i.e., the interfacing pipe

outside of containment cannot withstand post accident pressure). The open pipe case

does not apply because a repair activity on the outboard CIV would violate the implied

TS (i.e., both containment isolation barriers inoperable). The impact on risk is small for

this case, even considering the most limiting interfacing system configuration combined

with the most limiting known ACLS train RAW value (12.0), which probably would not

exist on the same system penetration. The risk impact is small for ACLS train RAW

values up to about 30.

The second subsection in this category (FMEA item 6.2) is for the closed loop systems

where part of the ACLS closed loop includes an interface with the RCS pressure

boundary. That is, portions of the closed loop are also part of the RCS pressure
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boundary. In this case, the RCS pressure boundary is the secondary side of the SG

tubes. The CDF and LERF are impacted if a SGTR event occurs during the extended

AOT. The increase in CDF results from the increased probability that the affected SG is

not isolated, which may occur due to the inoperable CIV and failure of other valves or
pipes in the interfacing system. The impact upon LERF results from any SGTR core

damage scenario that occurs during the proposed AOT, coincident with an offsite

release pathway that may result from the inoperable CIV.

The incremental risk for this case is essentially the same as the similar case involving

non-ACLS systems (FMEA item 5.3). This is because loss of the affected ACLS

function (e.g., loss of emergency feed water to the affected SG) is of little consequence

in these SGTR scenarios because under most circumstances the ACLS flow path to the

affected SG is isolated. Terminating the ACLS (i.e., emergency feedwater) flow to the
affected SG is performed by valves other than the CIV, and so is unaffected by its

inoperability. While the operators may feed the affected SG under some circumstances,

and it is important that they be able to do so, in the scenario where the SGTR is large

enough to represent a LERF path, there will be sufficient inventory from the tube rupture

that emergency feedwater (EFW) will not be necessary for adequate SG heat transfer.

The incremental increase in core damage probability and large early release probability

during the proposed AOT is small.

The main steam lines are excluded from the analysis because an AOT extension is not

proposed for CIVs in the main steam lines.

3.3.12 Summary of Risk Results

All penetration flow path configurations involving direct connection to the containment

atmosphere or closed-loop systems inside containment have a small impact on risk

during the proposed AOT of an inoperable CIV. The ICCDP is less than 5e-7 and the
ICLERP is less than 5e-8 in all cases. The low risk impact can generally be attributed to

the low probability that a core damage event will occur during the proposed AOT

coincident with failure of the redundant containment isolation barrier (other CIV or

closed loop system). The risk impact is small even if the most-limiting applicable
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configuration is assumed with respect to the interfacing system piping outside of

containment that provides the postulated release pathway, such as the assumption of

an open pipe. These results are robust because they were determined using

conservative values for CDF and other plant-PRA derived parameters, as well as

conservative assumptions for the valve types and failure rates. Limiting values were

used for RAW importance of affected ACLS trains, and the results are robust even with

significantly higher RAW values than those found in a search of the PRAs of the

participating plants.

For penetration flow path configurations involving direct connection to the RCS, most of

the penetrations that exist in actual plant systems have a small impact on risk during the

proposed AOT of an inoperable CIV. However, in this case assuming the most-limiting

configuration for the interfacing system did not produce acceptable risk. The RCS

penetration flow paths that interface with low pressure piping outside of containment

present a risk of ISLOCA. For NC ClVs, the incremental risk impact from ISLOCA

during the proposed AOT is higher than the guideline presented by Regulatory Guide

1.177 (greater than an ICCDP of 5e-7 or greater than an ICLERP of 5e-8) for some

cases. These are the cases where there are not at least two closed valves (not

counting the inoperable NC CIV) in the pathway between the RCS and the environment

(pipe opening or low-pressure vulnerability).

The situation where this vulnerability may occur is in the rare instance where there are

only the two NC CiVs between the RCS and the low-pressure interfacing system.

Therefore it will be necessary when implementing the proposed TS change to identify

where this is the case, to ensure that the proposed AOT extension is not applied to

those penetrations.

e The extended AOT will not be used for an inoperable NC CIV if it leaves the

penetration flow path with only one closed valve between the RCS and the

environment (i.e., low pressure pipe or opening) and that valve is not verified

closed.
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The specific penetrations, if any, where this is applicable or where there is high risk

significance for ISLOCA will be identified on a plant-specific basis prior to

implementation of the proposed TS change. They will be listed explicitly in the

proposed TS revision, and the current AOT will be retained.

3.4 Tiers 2 & 3: Avoidance of Risk-Significant Plant Configurations and

Configuration Risk Management

Application of the three-tiered approach to the proposed AOT change for CIVs provides

additional assurance that defense-in-depth will not be impacted by the proposed

changes to the licensing basis. Tier 2 is an identification of potentially high-risk

configurations that could exist if equipment in addition to the inoperable ClVs were to be

taken out of service simultaneously. In this case, that equipment includes the redundant

CIV on the affected penetration and required support systems. It also includes any

equipment out of service that could increase the likelihood of challenge of the CIVs.

The CIV Standard Technical Specifications (Reference 4) already recognize the higher

risk associated with two CIVs out of service on the same penetration. Condition B (for

which no change is proposed) includes Conditions and Required Actions for when two

CIVs on the same penetration are out of service. This is further strengthened by the

proposed action to verify within four hours (the original AOT), that the redundant CIV

has not been affected by a CCF if the two CIVs are of like kind. In addition, Tier 3 is the

establishment of a CRMP to provide continuing assurance of minimal risk of interactions

with other out-of-service equipment.

The participating B&WOG licensees have established CRMPs that ensure that the risk

impact of out-of-service equipment is appropriately evaluated prior to performing any

maintenance activity and are committed to applying the CRMP to out-of-service CIVs.

The B&WOG recognizes that the potential for an impact from multiple equipment

outages may increase when using the longer AOT, because the increased duration and

the quantity of penetrations increases the probability of overlapping of routinely

scheduled activities and random failures. The plant-specific B&WOG CRMPs provide

reasonable assurance that risk-significant plant equipment outage configurations will not
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occur when CIV equipment is out of service consistent with the proposed TS change.

These CRMPs will ensure that:

" No action or maintenance activity is performed that will remove equipment that is

functionally redundant to the inoperable CIV, including the redundant CIV(s) on

the same penetration and supports for the redundant CIV.

" No action or maintenance activity is performed that will significantly increase the

likelihood of challenge of the CIVs. Challenges to the CIVs include DBAs that

result in a release of radioactive material within containment (LOCA, main steam
line break, and rod ejection accident). Also included is removing equipment from

service that may cause a significant increase in the likelihood of core damage
while in the proposed AOT,8 which may increase the risk of large early release

via the inoperable CIV.

* No action or maintenance activity is performed that will remove equipment that

supports success paths credited in the AOT risk evaluation. This includes the

other series valves, if any, credited in the risk assessment for RCS penetrations

that otherwise would be at high risk for ISLOCA.

The Tier 2 and 3 programs ensure that the utilities will evaluate defense-in-depth prior
to entering into the proposed extended AOT. The plant-specific CRMP combined with
the LCO Conditions and Action Statements ensure that the Tier 2 and 3 requirements

are met.

3.5 Maintenance Rule Monitoring Program

To ensure that extension of the AOT for CIVs does not degrade operational safety over
time, the participating B&WOG utilities will ensure, as part of their Maintenance Rule

program (Reference 11), that the performance of the CIS is tracked. By extending the

AOT, it is possible for there to be an increase in the cumulative time that CIV

8 Examination of the calculations in Table 3-3 (which use conservative values for CDF and other
parameters) indicates that a cumulative RAW (for all equipment out of service) of about 30 or higher
(depending upon penetration affected) could be applied to the CDF before the AOT risk is high enough to
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redundancy is degraded in one or more penetrations. The B&WOG programs that
implement the Maintenance Rule will track CIVs to ensure that the changed AOT does
not adversely impact the reliability and availability of the containment isolation function.
Performance criteria established by the utility may consider the number of penetrations

affected, the size of the penetration(s) affected (versus LERF definition), and the risk
significance of the penetrations. Significant degradation of CIV availability (a function of
repair frequency as well as out of service time) is not expected as a consequence of the
proposed AOT extension because LCO entries should still be infrequent, and reliability

may improve due to more timely maintenance. However, if the performance or
condition of the ClVs affected by the proposed TS change does not meet the

performance criteria established by the utility, appropriate corrective action will be

taken, in accordance with the Maintenance Rule.

threaten the Regulatory Guide 1.177 criterion for small risk impact. Actual performance criteria will be
established by the utility.
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Table 3-3
FMEA and Risk Calculation for CIV Penetrations

:.ClassDescription Failure Mode of CDF Impact of . 'LERFImpactof .:Configuratiof0Escape "Equation" for:ICCDP land dICL.ERP - IResilt

of.CIV.:.:.,:.:• "'.;;.2 i.CIys AOT Extension.: AOTExtension • Path to•-.tside& • -• - I .*P. - 22 .
andPenetration . .:' :Enviroirnnient( other valves): ", .

1. Penetrations connected to RCS that have no accident consequence limiting system (ACLS) function

1.1 RCS, NC, One CIV May contribute to LERF = CDF for All, however Configuration ICCDP = ICLERP = ISLOCA =
Seismic inoperable and CDF via ISLOCA, ISLOCA type A (open pipe) is not (operable NC CIV fails to stay closed)

* Direct second CIV fails in if NC CIV fails events, applicable. x (path to outside environment)
connection to open position. open and exposes
RCS outside (possibly = (3.9e-7/h x 168h)

* Inside piping low-pressure) x ... continue below
is seismic piping to RCS B: Low-pressure pipeg x 1.0

* Outside piping pressure. C: Open system or path with x 5.2e-2 -7
seismic one or two additional open -, "

* CIVs normally valves'

Inside CIVs may be MOV, AOV, check valve, manual (NC), or blind flange (closed).
b Outside CIVs may be MOV, AOV, check valve, SOV, manual (NC), or blind flange (closed).
: For derivation of conditional probabilities, see text. "Other valves" are valves or blind flanges in series with the CIVs in the pathway between the RCS or containment
atmosphere, and the outside environment that are either already closed or can be closed (remotely or automatically) to prevent release to the outside.d Incremental conditional core damage probability (ICCDP) = CDF impact x (AOT duration); incremental conditional large early release probability (ICLERP) = LERF impact x
(AOT duration)
e For small impact on risk, acceptable ICCDP is 5e-7 and ICLERP is 5e-8, per Reg. Guide 1.177.
f There are no penetration flow paths with this configuration (open pipe) for an RCS connection except for the situation where repair of the outboard CIV involves a breach of the
valve pressure boundary. However, this configuration is not applicable once the repair is initiated because the plant operator could not work on the pressure boundary of the
outboard CIV without first isolating the line from the RCS (and hence satisfying the Required Action of the Technical Specifications). An incremental risk (associated with an
open pipe) would only be incurred if the AOT extension was used to delay initiation of repair for an inoperable CIV and the reason for the inoperability was a failed pressure
boundary. However, that risk is controlled by another Tedhnical Specification (3.4.13, RCS pressure boundary leakage) that is more limiting than the proposed AOT extension for
CIVs. Hence there is no risk increment associated with Configuration A for the CIV AOT extension.
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Class Description. Failure Mode of, ýCDF.Impact o.f: LERF.ImPact of, Configuration of Escape "Equation" for ICCDP and ICLERP.d ;Result"
of CI V.b: CI.AOT Extension AOT Extension Path to Outside
and Penetration : .:.-: Environment (other valves)c

closed (NC) D: Open system or path with x 7.6e-5 5.0e-9'
one additional closed valvek
E: Open system or path with x 1.2e-5 7.9e-10
two additional closed valves
F,G: Closed system (or open x 1.0e-5 6.6e-10
system with three or more
additional valves)

1.2 RCS, NC, One CIV Same as above LERF CDF for All, however Configuration In addition to above (item 1.1),
Non-seismic inoperable and (item 1.1), plus ISLOCA type A (open pipe) is not ICCDP = ICLERP = ISLOCA =

" Direct second CIV fails in additional events, applicable. (operable NC CIV fails to stay closed)
connection to open position. contribution to x (seismic event)
RCS CDF via ISLOCA, x (failure of outside pipe)

* Inside piping if NC CIV fails
is seismic open and = (3.9e-7/h x 168h)

" Outside piping coincident seismic x (5.0e-4/yr x 168h x yr/8760h)
non-seismic event ruptures x (1.0)

" CIVs normally outside pipe. B: Low-pressure pipe = 6.3e-10
closed (+ Result from item 1.1)

C: Open system or path with = 6.3e-10 • ... 6 ,
one or two additional open (+ Result from item 1. 1)
valves
D: Open system or path with = 6.3e-10 5.6e-90
one additional closed valve (+ Result from item 1.1)

I If the low-pressure pipe is protected by a relief valve, then the probability of the relief valve failing to open could be included instead of assuming pipe failure. However for
conservatism, the low-pressure pipe is assumed to fail in this evaluation.
" If any penetration flow paths are in this subcategory, then they may also be dominant contributors to the ISLOCA risk in the plant-specific PRA. This result suggests against
extending the AOT for those (very few) penetration flow paths that may be in this subcategory.
Includes NO valves that are remotely-operated.
If any penetration flow paths are in this subcategory, the risk can be reduced (to configuration D) by closing the NO valve prior to entering the extended AOT. Otherwise, this

result suggests against extending the AOT for those (very few) penetration flow paths that may be in this subcategory.
k A closed valve may bc power-operated, manual, a check valve, or a flange. It is interpreted as a closed valve if it is NC and also stays closed post-accident.
' This result is sensitive to the assumption that the additional NC valve is in the closed position at the beginning of the extended AOT. If this valve's position is not self-revealing,
or is not checked on a regular basis, then it may be prudent to verify its position prior to entering the extended portion of the CIV AOT.
I See footnote from item 1.1.

See footnote from item 1.1.
o See footnote from item 1.1.
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.ClassDescriptio&> Failure Mode of CDF ýImpact of.: "LERF Impact of:: Configuiration.,of Escape .~"Equation". for ICCDP. and ICLERI> Resultc
a,b

Of cIlayb. I CIVs ýAOT.Extensjon AOT Extensio aht usd
and Penetration ..... .. Environmnit (other.valvesc

E: Open system or path with = 6.3e-10 1.4e-9
two additional closed valves (+ Result from item 1.1)
F,G: Closed system (or open = 6.3e-10 I.3e-9
system with three or more (+ Result from item 1.1)
additional valves)

Seismic
" Direct

connection to
RCS

* Inside piping
is seismic

" Outside piping
is seismic

* CIVs normally
opened (NO)

* NO applies to
cycling CIV as
well

One C1 v

inoperable and
second CIV fails in
open position.

mvay contrioute to
CDF via
containment
bypass, if high-
pressure pipe
ruptures outside
(or a branch line
opens to expose
low-pressure or
open pipe) and NO
CIV fails to close.

LEKF = CDF tor
ISLOCA type
events.

All, however Configurations
A to D are not applicable.
(Since the CIVs are NO, the
interfacing system is high-
pressure piping. All
pathways between the RCS
and the environment (or
low-pressure vulnerability)
have at least three additional
valves or at least two NC
valves/flanp-es.)

ICCDP = ICLERP = ISLOCA =
(operable NO CIV fails to close)
x (path to outside environment)

= (1.7e-3)
x ... continue below

E: Open system or path with x 1.2e-5 2.0e-8
two additional closed valves
F,G: Closed system (or open x 1.0e-5 1.7e-8
system with three or more
additional valves)
However, if line is very ICCDP and ICLERP as above ...
small (like sample or drain x (CCDP for reactor trip transient)
line) so break is too small to x (path to outside environment)
be an ISLOCA (but assume
break will cause reactor trip) = As above ...

x l.le-6
x continue below

E: Open system or path with x (1.2e-5) 2.2e-14
two additional closed valves I
r,U: Closea system (or open
system with three or more

x (1.0e-5) 1.9e-14

U I J j IaflJJLfl'.JIIUI VQIYL3J j ___________________________________________________ I ______________
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Class Description
.ofCIVa.b,
and Penetration
1.4 RCS, NO,

Non-seismic
" Direct

connection to
RCS

* Inside piping
is seismic

" Outside piping
non-seismic

" CIVs normally
opened

:Failure Mode:of
CIVs

.CDF Impact of
AOT. Extension

0LERFImpact of,
.AOT Exte'nsion

: Con.figuration Of Escape*• i
'Path.to Outside
Environment (otfier: valves)

;.Equation"'forl ICCDP and ICLERPd.I Resulte

One CIV
inoperable and
second CIV fails in
open position.

Same as above
(item 1.3), plus
additional
contribution to
CDF via ISLOCA,
if seismic event
ruptures outside
pipe and NO CIV
fails to close.

LERF = CDF for
ISLOCA type
events.

All, however Configurations
A to D are not applicable.

In addition to above (item 1.3),
ICCDP = ICLERP = ISLOCA =
(seismic event)
x (failure of outside pipe)
x (operable CIV fails to close)

= (5.0e-4/yr x 168h x yr/8760h)
x (l.O)
x (1.7e-3)

E: Open system or path with = 1.6e-8 3.6e-8
two additional closed valves (+ Result from item 1.3)

F,G: Closed system (or open = 1.6e-8 3.3e-8
system with three or more (+ Result from item 1.3)
additional valves)
However, if line is very In addition to above (item 1.3),
small (like sample) so break ICCDP= ICLERP =
is too small to be an (core damage due to seismic)
ISLOCA (but assume break x (failure of outside pipe)
contributes to seismic core x (operable CIV fails to close)
damage) ...

= (3.9e-5/yr x 168h x yr/8760h)
x (1.0)
x (1.7e-3)

E: Open system or path with = 1.3e-9 1.3e-9
two additional closed valves (+ Result from item 1.3)

F,G: Closed system (or open
.system with three or more
additional valvi4)

= 1.3e-9
(+ Result from item 1.3)

1.3e-9

A~ ~ ~~~~adtoa valves)__________ -J___________________________________i________
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Class Description FailureNMPode of:; CDF Impact of IERF lmpact'of Configyiirationof Escape "Equa ion'..for ICCDP and ICLERP.d?: :.. . slt.
of CiVb. . CIVs i AOT.Extension.I AOT Extension, - PathitoOutSide :
and:Penetration n ~ r En irnmn (the'r Ivale-

2. Penetrations connected to RCS that have accident consequence limiting system function

2.1 RCS, NC, One CIV ISLOCA ISLOCA All, however Configuration ICCDP ISLOCA, same as above (item See item
ACLS inoperable (failed contribution same contribution same A not applicable. 1.1) for NC CIV case: accident 1.1 above

* Direct fully open/assured as those above for as those above for consequence limiting systems are not
connection to open)P and second no ACLS function. no ACLS function. important for the outcome of ISLOCA
RCS CIV fails in open type events, and are not credited in the

* Inside piping position. risk assessment.
is seismic No additional CDF In addition to All, however Configuration In addition to ISLOCA contribution from

* Outside piping impact (other than ISLOCA, may A not applicable, above (item 1.1),
is seismic ISLOCA above) contribute to LERF ICLERP =

• CIVs open because the if CIV that is Since the CIV is designed to (any core damage except ISLOCA)
post-accident function of the opened post- be open post-accident, x (operable CIV fails to close)
for ACLS ACLS is not accident immediate piping interfaces x (escape path to outside environment)
function impaired by subsequently fails must be designed for the
(normally delaying isolation to close after a applicable post-accident = (5e-5/yr x 168h x yr/8760h)
closed of the CIV. non-ISLOCA core pressure (but not necessarily x (1.7e-3)
initially) damage event. RCS design pressure); x ... continue below

therefore escape path
probabilities for B, C, and D
may be conservative for
post-accident pressure.
B: Low-pressure pipe x 1.0 •&6e•.- 5=1.6e-9 • ( j : ,

(+ ICLERP result from item 1. 1)
C: Open system or path with x 5.2e-2
one or two additional open = 8.5e-11
valves (+ ICLERP result from item 1.1)

PIn this context, "assured open" means that the inoperable CIV is in a state or is put into
Technical Specification is not required.
q See footnote from item 1.1.

See footnote from item 1.1.

a state such that entering the Conditions and Required Actions of the applicable ACLS
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Class Description-, Failure Mode of CDF Impact oft LERF:!mpact of Configuratin ofEape i" "Equation" for ICCDP and ICLERpI Result'
of CI¥b ClVs AOT Extension AOT.Extension .:Path to: Outside
and Penetration .. Environment (othevalves)r

D: Open system or path with x 7.6e-5 5.0e-9'
one additional closed valve = 1.2e- 13

(+ ICLERP result from item 1.1)
E: Open system or path with x 1.2e-5 7.9e- 10
two additional closed valves = 2.0e-14

(+ ICLERP result from item 1.1)
F,G: Closed system (or open x 1.0e-5 6.6e-10
system with three or more 1.6e-14
additional valves) (+ ICLERP result from item 1.1)

One CIV ISLOCA ISLOCA All, however Configuration ICCDP = ISLOCA, same as above (item See item
inoperable but not contribution same contribution same A not applicable. 1.1): accident consequence limiting 1. 1 above
assured open (e.g., as those above for as those above for systems are not important for the outcome
fails half-way), and no ACLS function, no ACLS function. of ISLOCA type events, and are not
second CIV fails in credited in the risk assessment.
open position. No additional CDF If the inoperable All, however Configuration In addition to ISLOCA contribution

impact (other than CIV is stuck A not applicable, above (item 1. 1),
ISLOCA above) partially open, then ICLERP =
due to CIV AOT the ACLS Since the CIV is designed to (any core damage except ISLOCA)
extension. degradation may be open post-accident, x (RAW' for impacted ACLS)
Although the CDF have an impact on immediate piping interfaces x (operable CIV fails to close)
may be affected by non-ISLOCA must be designed for the x (escape path to outside environment)
ACLS degradation, CDF, which must applicable post-accident
the ACLS function be considered in pressure (but not necessarily = (5e-5/yr x 72h x yr/8760h)
does not benefit the delta-LERF RCS design pressure); x (29.8)
from the Required since the ACLS therefore escape path x (1.7e-3)
Action to isolate AOT may run probabilities for B, C, and D x ... continue below
the CIV. concurrentt with may be conservative for
Compensatory the CIV AOT. If post-accident pressure.

See footnote from item 1.1.
Note that exposure time is per shorter ACLS Technical Specification.
RAW = risk achievement worth importance measure; it is the factor that CDF will increase if the subject component is guaranteed failed. Note that this contribution has a

negligible impact on ICLERP for ACLS trains even with very high RAW values (e.g. 10000).
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Class Description Failure Mode.o: :f CD.F.. Impact of. LERFImpact.of :Configuration ofEEscape. "Equation" forCCDP and ICLE. Re'ut

ofCIV. .CIVs. ........... AOT:Extension AOT Extension Path'to Outside.
And Penetration IEnvironment (other valves)'

Actions taken with the operable CIV B: Low-pressure pipe x 1.0 6 ,e- 5rýei
respect to the fails to close (post- = 2. le-8 A
ACLS tech. spec. core damage), then (+ ICLERP result from item 1.1) 1)
are not changed by LERF may be C: Open system or path with x 5.2e-2 3 -•'•Wi
the proposal. affected, one or two additional open = 1. le-9.

valves (+ ICLERP result from item 1.1) 1)___._

D: Open system or path with x 3.2e-5 5.Oe-9'
one additional closed valve = 6.7e-13

(+ ICLERP result from item 1.1)
E: Open system or path with x 5.2e-6 7.9e-10
two additional closed valves = L.le-13

(+ ICLERP result from item 1.1)
F,G: Closed system (or open x 4.3e-6 6.6e-10
system with three or more = 9.0e-14
additional valves) (+ ICLERP result from item 1.1)

See footnote from item 1.1.
See footnote from item 1.1.

X See footnote from item 1.1.
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Class Description Failure Mode of CDF Impact 0ft:. LERF lmpactof Coniguration ofEscape, "Equation" forICCDP and ICLERPd : Resulte:
ofClV, .: .CIVs .:AOT Extension: AOTExtension Path to'Outside e
and:Penetration _:_" _"____.__:, . ::2 " : Environment (other. vaives)'
2.2 RCS, NO, One CIV Same as those Same as those All, however Configurations ICCDP, ICLERP same as above (item See item

ACLS inoperable and above for no above for no A to D are not applicable. 1.3) for NO CIV case with no ACLS 1.3 above
" Direct second CIV fails in ACLS function. ACLS function. function. Accident consequence limiting

connection to open position. systems are not important for the outcome
RCS of ISLOCA type events, and are not

* Inside piping credited in the risk assessment.
is seismic

• Outside piping (Cut sets for containment isolation failure
is seismic modes following non-ISLOCA core

" CIVs open damage sequences are non-minimal
post-accident because the open pathway cut sets already
for ACLS contribute to ICCDP and ICLERP via
function ISLOCA)
(normally
open initially)

3. Penetrations connected to containment atmosphere that have no accident consequence limiting system function

3.1 Atmosphere, One CIV No CDF impact, May contribute to All ICLERP=
NC, Seismic inoperable and since penetration is LERF if NC CIV (any core damage except ISLOCA)

* Direct second CIV fails in not connected to fails open x (operable NC CIV fails to stay closed)
connection to open position. the RCS, and has coincident with a x (path to outside environment)
containment no accident core damage event.
atmosphere consequence = (5.0e-5/yr x 168h x yr/8760h)

" Outside piping limiting system x (3.9e-7/h x 168h)
is seismic function. x ... continue below

* CIVs nonnally A: Open pipe x 1.0 6.3e-1 I
closed B: Low-pressure pipey x 1.0 6.3e-1 I

C: Open system or path with x 5.2e-2 3.3e-12
one or two additional open
valves

Y For penetrations connected to containment atmosphere, low-pressure pipe is defined as pipe (or attachments) that cannot withstand peak post-accident or severe accident
containment pressure.
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Class Description-ý Failure.Mode of: CDF:7:lmpact of LERF.Impact of Configur!ation of Escape "Equation" forICCDP and ICLERRP'.: WResult';
of CIVa , CIVs AOT Extension ACT Extension PathtoOutside' r
and Pene'tration ___________ __________ __________ (other. valv'es).

D: Open system or path with x 7.6e-5 4.8e-15
one additional closed valve
E: Open system or path with x 1.2e-5 7.5e-16
two additional closed valves
F,G: Closed system (or open x 1.0e-5 6.3e-16
system with three or more

____... .. ...... _additional valves)
3.2 Atmosphere,

NC, Non-
seismic

* Direct
connection to
containment
atmosphere

* Outside piping
non-seismic

" CIVs normally
closed

One CIV
inoperable and
second CIV fails in
open position.

Same as above
(item 3.1).

Same as above
(item 3.1), plus
additional
contribution to
LERF if NC CIV
fails open and
coincident seismic
event ruptures
outside pipe and
causes core
damage.

All In addition to above (item 3.1),
ICLERP=
(operable NC CIV fails to stay closed)
x (core damage from seismic event)
x (failure of outside pipe)

= (3.9e-7/h x 168h)
x (3.9e-5/yr x 168h x yr/8760h)
x (I.0)

A: Open pipe = 4.9e-I I l.le-10
(+ Result from item 3.1)

B: Low-pressure pipe = 4.9e-1 I Lle-10
(+ Result from item 3.1)

C: Open system or path with = 4.9e-1 I 5.2e- I1
one or two additional open (+ Result from item 3.1)
valves
D: Open system or path with = 4.9e-1 1 4.9e- I1
one additional closed valve (+ Result from item 3.1)
E: Open system or path with* = 4.9e-11 4.9e- I1
two additional closed valves (+ Result from item 3.1)
F,G: Closed system (or open
system with three or more
additional valves)

= 4.9e-11
(+ Result from item 3.1)

4.9e- I1

I ________________ I ________________ L I
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Class.Description::
of CIV'.b
and Penetration
3.3 Atmosphere,

NO, Seismic
* Direct

connection to
containment
atmosphere

* Outside piping
is seismic

* CIVs normally
open (applies
to cycling CIV
as well)

rallure Mviode, OL
CIVs.

LLtF Impact or
AOT:Extension

LIEUlK Impact of
AOT Extension•:• -

: Configuration of Escape.. -

Path to Outside.
Environment (other valves)::c

"Equation":. for ICCDP and ICLERP' Resultc:e

One CIV
inoperable and
second CIV fails in
open position.

-t --- - *I.No CDF impact,
since penetration is
not connected to
the RCS, and has
no accident
consequence
limiting system
function.

May contribute to
LERF if NO CIV
fails to close
coincident with a
core damage event.

All ICLERP=
(any core damage except ISLOCA)
x {(operable CIV fails to close)

+ (FVZ for MOV power bus)}
x (path to outside environment)

= (5.0e-5/yr x 168h x yr/8760h)
x {(1.7e-3) + (2.2e-3)}
x ... continue below

A: Open pipe x 1.0 3.7e-9

B: Low-pressure pipen" x 1.0 3.7e-9

C: Open system or path with x 5.2e-2 1.9e-10
one or two additional open (or x 1.0 if on same bus as C1Vbb) (3.7e-9)
valves
D: Open system or path with x 7.6e-5 2.8e-13
one additional closed valve
E: Open system or path with x 1.2e-5 4.5e-14
two additional closed valves
t,G: Closed system (or open
system with three or more

x 1.0e-5 3.7e-14

add itional valves)

FV = Fussell-Vesely importance measure, represents the fraction of CDF contributed by failure of the power bus that also powers the CIV; this dependency applies only to MOVs
and is conservative for the other CIV types.
" For penetrations connected to containment atmosphere, low-pressure pipe is defined as pipe (or attachments) that cannot withstand peak post-accident or severe accident
containment pressure.
bb Failure probability = 1.0 is a conservative assumption. If the open valve is one that fails as is upon loss of power (i.e., an MOV), then the conditional probability of failure may
be assumed to be 1.0 if the valve in question is on the same power bus as the CIV, and the CIV failed to close due to power failure.
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,Class Descriptionr(
of CIVa ,b :

and Penetratio'n
3.4 Atmosphere,

NO, Non-
seismic

* Direct
connection to
containment
atmosphere

* Outside piping
non- seismic

" CIVs normally
opened

.Failure Mode of
CIVs:.:

U. DImpact ot:s:A.oT extensioni:• ýLERF :Impact of.'
`AOT Extension :

.Configuration of Escape
Path .o Outside
Environmen (other valves)'.

:"EquatIion" for ICCDP and ICLERpd Resulte

One CIV
inoperable and
second CIV fails in
open position.

Same as above
(item 3.3).

Same as above
(item 3.3), plus
additional
contribution to
LERF if seismic
event causes core
damage and
ruptures outside
pipe, and NO CIV
fails to close.

All In addition to above (item 3.3),
ICLERP=
(core damage from seismic event)
x (failure of outside pipe)
x {(operable CIV fails to close)

+ (FVcC for MOV power bus)}

= (3.9e-5/yr x 168h x yr/8760h)
x (l.0)

x f (.7e-3) + (2.2e-3')1A: Open pipe = 2.9e-9 6.6e-9
(+ Result from item 3.3)

B: Low-pressure pipe = 2.9e-9 6.6e-9
(+ Result from item 3.3)

C: Open system or path with = 2.9e-9 3.1e-9
one or two additional open (+ Result from item 3.3) (6 .6 e-9dd)
valves
D: Open system or path with = 2.9e-9 2.9e-9
one additional closed valve (+ Result from item 3.3)
E: Open system or path with = 2.9e-9 2.9e-9
two additional closed valves (+ Result from item 3.3)
FG: Closed system (or open
system with three or more

= 2.9e-9
(+ Result from item 3.3)

2.9e-9

ad __ __ __ _ __ __ __ _ __ __ _ valves)_

CC Estimated FV of essential power bus for seismic CDF case is assumed to be the same as in base CDF case.
dd If power by same bus as operable CIV.
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of,.GIVIK f. 7ý -AOT Extension 7AOT!Ekiension. 'dh6Ofit~id6>
and' : ' ..etr -ionK- V ;"- • i. ,.X:i --nviro e.nrt..otht vaiv .. . .

4. Penetrations connected to containment atmosphere that have accident consequence limiting system function

4.1 Atmosphere,
ACLS

" Direct
connection to
containment
atmosphere

• CIVs open
post-accident
for ACLS
function
(normally
closed or
normally open
initially)

* Outside piping
is seismic

One CIV
inoperable (failed
fully open/assured
open) and second
CIV fails in open
position.

No CDF impact,
since penetration is
not connected to
the RCS, and the
function of the
ACLS is not
impaired by
delaying isolation
of the CIV.

I
LERF impact same
as above for no
ACLS function,
since the function
of the ACLS is not
impaired by
delaying isolation
of the CIV.

Same as above (item 3.3) for
no ACLS function and NO
CIVs.

Same as above for no ACLS function and
NO CIVs (item 3.3).

See item
3.3
above.

4--One CIV
inoperable but not
assured open (e.g.,
fails half-way), and
second CIV fails in
open position.

I + ± _____

No change to CDF
due to CIV AOT
extension.
Although the
ACLS degradation
may have a small
effect on CDF, the
ACLS function
does not benefit
from the Required
Action to isolate
the CIV.
Compensatory
Actions taken with
respect to the
ACLS tech. spec.

If the inoperable
CIV is stuck
partially open, then
the ACLS
degradation may
have an impact on
CDF and LERF
that is unrelated to
the proposed AOT
extension.
However, the CDF
impact must be
considered in the
delta-LERF since
the ACLS AOT
may run

All ICLERP=
(any core damage except ISLOCA)
x (RAWff for impacted ACLS)
x {(operable CIV fails to close)

+ (FV' for MOV power bus)}
x (path to outside environment)

= (5.0e-5/yr x 72h x yr/8760h)
x (1.0)
x {(1.7e-3) + (2.2e-3)}
* ... continue below

A: Open pipe x 1.0 6e-9
B: Low-pressure pipe' x 1.0 1.6e-9
C: Open system or path with
one or two additional open
valves"

x 5.2e-2
(orx 1.0 if on same bus as CIV)

8.3e-1 1
(1.6e-9)

I

e" Note that exposure time is per shorter AOT of ACLS Technical Specification.
ffRAW (relative to CDF) is typically small (close to 1.0) for containment systems. Note that the ICLERP would be acceptable in this case for ACLS trains with RAW value as
high as 30.
99 The fraction of CDF contributed by failure of the power bus that also powers the CIV. This dependency applies only to MOVs and is conservative for the other CIV types.
Using RAW and FV in the same equation would slightly overestimate the importance (for RAW values greater than 1.0) because the FV importance is based on the fraction of the
base CDF, which yields a larger FV fraction than if based on the potentially larger CDF x RAW.
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ClassbDescrition'. FTailure Mode, of: PLER ImCac Imac of_4utn f E.................................of Civb CI~s ~ ~AOTEitenson R~lpactof Configuration of, Escape lIi 'tjaonfor ICCDP and ICER!d - ~Resiilte.
'OCEtnsW 'Ro~tid .. 9i V .

.add Pen'etraio`n; te vales .. A
are not changed by concurrente" with D: Open system or path with x 3.2e-5 5.1 e- 14
the proposal. the CIV AOT. If one additional closed valve

the operable CIV E: Open system or path with x 5.2e-6 8.3e-15
also fails to close, two additional closed valves
then LERF may be F,G: Closed system (or open x 4.3e-6 6.9e-15
affected. system with three or more

additional valves)

5. Penetrations connected to closed loop systems inside containment that have no accident consequence limiting system function

5.1 Closed loop, CIV inoperable None likely, since May contribute to All ICCDP=
Atmosphere, (assumed fully or closed loop is not LERF if closed (random failure of inside pipeu)
Seismic partially opened) connected to RCS . loop pipe breaks x (failed pipe causes reactor tripkk)

* Inside is and closed loop and it has no and coincident core x (CCDP for reactor trip)
closed loop pressure boundary ACLS function. damage occurs

• Closed loop fails. However, there is a either =(1.76e-6/h x 168h) 3.3e-10
interface with possibility that a independently or x (1.0)
containment failure of the pipe as a consequence x (1.1 e-6)
atmosphere in the loop may of the break. All ICLERP=

* Inside piping cause a reactor trip {(ICCDP from above)
is seismic during the + (any core damage except ISLOCA)

* Outside piping extended AOT. x (random failure of inside pipe)}
is seismic x (path to outside environment)

= {(3.3e-10)
+ (5.0e-5/yr x 168h x yr/8760h)
x (1.76e-6/h x 168h)}
x ... continue below

hi" For penetrations connected to containment atmosphere, low-pressure pipe is defined as pipe (or attachments) that cannot withstand peak post-accident or severe accident
containment pressure.
"An open valve in this case includes remote-operated NO valves and valves that are NC initially but must open post accident (including check valves). Calculation is conservative
for check valve failure to reseat because calculation assumes a remote-operated valve that requires operator action to close.
i The closed loop pipe inside containment is conservatively assumed to be protected by an overpressure relief valve that is included here in addition to random pipe failure as a
rotential open pathway from the containment atmosphere. The failure rate for a relief valve failing open (1.7e-6/hour) is added to the pipe break failure rate (6.0e-8/hour).

Probability of reactor trip due to rupture of the closed loop system and/or loss of its function is conservatively assumed to be 1.0.
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Ca.SS D~es~riptioni'a• Mode f.f ' 'iCDF-mpact 1of~,, i 'LER Impct o•f,. .Configrationfi6 Es.cape-, 'ii "Equation"'for ICC .. and I Ef!. . . .
. ..fC... ... ... AOTExtensn.o.. AOT Extension, 7ý .Path t'o Outside . - , ..

-and Penetration 1.7 1 ent vahesi" I'.
A: Open pipe x 1.0 6. le-10

B: Low-pressure pipe" x 1.0 6.le-10

C: Open system or path with x 5.2e-2 3.2e- 11
one or two additional open
valves
D: Open system or path with x 7.6e-5 4.6e-14
one additional closed valve

E: Open system or path with x 1.2e-5 7.3e-15
two additional closed valves

F,G: Closed system (or open x 1.0e-5 6.le-15
system with three, or more
additional valves)

Closed loop No CDF impact May contribute to All, however Configuration This is similar to a penetration flow path See itempressure boundary since penetration is LERF if CIV fails A is not applicable because that is open to the containment 3.3 above
inside containment not connected to to close coincident on open pipe would not atmosphere with one of two CIVs
is inoperable'm the RCS, and has with a core damage exist on this type of operable. Therefore, the risk impact is
and the CIV fails. no ACLS function. event penetration unless the CIV the same as item 3.3 above.

pressure boundary was also
being repaired, which would
violate the TS.

5.2 Closed loop, CIV inoperable Same as above Same as above All ICCDP is same as above item 5.1, first See item
Atmosphere, and closed loop (item 5.1, first (item 5.1, first failure mode. 5.1 above
non-seismic pressure boundary failure mode). failure mode), plus

* Inside piping fails, additional
is closed loop contribution to

* Closed loop LERF if closed

"For penetrations interfacing with containment atmosphere, low-pressure pipe is defined as pipe (or attachments) that cannot withstand peak post-accident or severe accident
containment pressure (assuming failure of the closed loop pressure boundary inside containment).
m Proposed new condition that is not currently addressed by Technical Specification 3.6.3.; assumes closed loop pressure boundary (acting like second CIV) has an operability

issue and is within the proposed AOT.
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Do 01_Ra

-_D Faiur Mod of CFJAJ~fLR 1: c. ::'(pf tbioftc.p

ClaSS DesCription .i p "Equation". foriICCDP a d1 • CLERPd Result'
oCIVbCIVs AOT, Extension-!' AOT-7Extension ý11,Path to Outside.'

and Penetration - .J . .( l.:Environment (other valves)c __________________________________..._
interface with loop pipe fails and All In addition to above (item 5. 1, first failure
containment coincident seismic mode),
atmosphere core damage event ICLERP=

* Inside piping occurs, which also (random failure of inside pipe)
is seismic ruptures outside x (core damage from seismicevent)

* Outside piping pipes. x (failure of outside pipe)
non-seismic

=(l.76e-6/h x 168h)
x (3.9e-5/yr x 168h x yr/8760h)
x (1.0)

A: Open pipe = 2.2e-10 8.3e-10
(+ ICLERP result from item 5.1, first
failure mode)

B: Low-pressure pipe' = 2.2e-10 8.3e-10
(+ ICLERP result from item 5.1, first
failure mode)

C: Open system or path with = 2.2e-10 2.5e-10
one or two additional open (+ ICLERP result from item 5.1, first
valves failure mode)
D: Open system or path with = 2.2e- 10 2.2e- 10
one additional closed valve (+ ICLERP result from item 5. 1, first

failure mode)
E: Open system or path with = 2.2e- 10 2.2e-10
two additional closed valves (+ ICLERP result from item 5.1, first

failure mode)
F,G: Closed system (or open = 2.2e- 10 2.2e- 10
system with three or more (+ ICLERP result from item 5.1, firstI additional valves) failure mode)

For penetrations interfacing with containment atmosphere, low-pressure pipe is defined as pipe (or attachments) that cannot withstand peak post-accident or severe accident
containment pressure (assuming failure of the closed loop pressure boundary inside containment).
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:Class -Description Failure M'oe I..,UF D npactof :LER Impact of. Configuration ofEscape "Equation" for ICCDP and ICLERP. ,Resulti.

of I~b C~sAOT Extension, OT Extension -Path to'Outside -

and Penetration - Environment (other valves):.
Closed loop Same as above Same as above All, however Configuration This is similar to a penetration flow path See item
pressure boundary (item 5.1, second (item 5.1, second A is not applicable because that is open to the containment 3.4 above
inside containment failure mode). failure mode), plus on open pipe would not atmosphere with one of two CIVs
is inoperable and additional exist on this type of operable. Therefore the risk impact is the
the CIV fails. contribution to penetration unless the CIV same as item 3.4 above.

LERF if seismic pressure boundary was also
event causes core being repaired, which would
damage and violate the TS.
ruptures outside
pipe, and CIV fails
to close.

5.3 Closed'loop, CIV inoperable CDF may be If an escape path to All, however Configurations ICCDP=
RCS (assumed open) impacted if SGTR the atmosphere A to C are not applicable. (any core damage except ISLOCA)

* Inside piping and SGTR occurs. occurs during the opens up, then (For practical purposes there x ((RAW for failed secondary side
is closed loop extended AOT, there is a new must be at least one other isolation after SGTR) - 1.0 )PP

" Closed loop and isolation of contribution to NC valve in the path or a x (path to outside environment)
interfaces secondary side LERF from the closed system outboard of
partially with penetration fails base CDF for the CIV in order to operate = (5.0e-5/yr x 168h x yr/8760h)
RCS (i.e., SG due to inoperable SGTR plus the with the open CIV.) x ((1.04) - 1.0)
secondary CIV and other delta CDF for this x ... continue below
side, e.g. failures in the new unisolated D: Open system or path with x 7.6e-5 2.9e-12
blowdown, interfacing system. SGTR. one additional closed valve
drains, vents, E: Open system or path with x 1.2e-5 4.6e-13
sample lines) two additional closed valves

* Inside piping F,G: Closed system (or open x 1.0e-5 3.8e-13
is seismic system with three or more

additional valves)

00 Seismic event is not relevant for this case because the impact of a seismic event on SGTR probability is insignificant.
PP This RAW is for CDF because, when the secondary side isolation is assumed to fail (to calculate the CDF RAW) the resulting CDF includes the increase in CDF that occurs due
to failure to isolate the SG. These are all from SGTR sequences. 1.0 is subtracted from the RAW to get just the conditional incremental CDF increase from failure of isolation.
This is then multiplied by the failure probability of the specific penetration path of interest (assuming it is equivalent to secondary isolation failure). For the ICLERP calculation
(next row), the base CDF contribution for all SGTR must be added back in. Note that the ICCDP and 1CLERP are acceptable with RAW value as high as 400.
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Paae 3-61
Class Description
of CiVa,,.
and Penetration
* Outside piping

is seismic or
non-seismic00

* Most
penetrations
have one CIV;
but some have
two CIVs
(calculation is
conservative
for two CIVs).

-- '.. .,-.-~.. 
*....*~**......raiture vOde OT

CIVs;
::JI' impact at
ý;AOT Extension

LEiRhImpact of,
:.AOT Extension'.:';:

Configuration of Escape:..
Path to Outside.

;Env ironment 1(other valves)'

"Equation"'for ICCDP and: ICLERP•: .:Resulte

-I r f - BAW-2461Paue 3-61
All (Configurations A to C
are not applicable.)

ICLER.P=
{(any core damage that includes SGTR)
+ (ICCDP from above))
x (path to outside enviromnent)

= {(any core damage that includes SGTR)
+ (any core damage except ISLOCA)
x ((RAW for failed secondary side

isolation on SGTR) - 1.0)}
x (path to outside environment)

= {(8.8e-7/yr x 168h x yr/8760h)
+ (5.0e-5/yr x 168h x yr/8760h)
x ((1.04) - 1.0)}
x ... continue below

D: Open system or path with x 7.6e-5 4.2e-12
one additional closed valve
E: Open system or path with x 1.2e-5 6.6e-13
two additional closed valves
F,G: Closed system (or open
system with three or more

x l.0e-5 5.5e-13

I-I I .UU 0IU aLYt v esi II
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Class Description 1 Failure:Mode of CDF Impact of .:LERF Impactof::'., Configuruation of Escap 1 "Equation" for ICCDP 'and. iCLERP .Resulte
fand Penetration - :. C. .. ....... AOT. Extension .AOT:Extens on: Path

and Penetration '. : .: Environment (other valves) J..
6. Penetrations connected to closed loop systems inside containment that have accident consequence limiting system function

6.1 Closed loop, One CIV Failure of the LERF is affected if All ICCDP=
Atmosphere, inoperable and ACLS pressure the closed loop (random failure of inside pipeqq)
ACLS closed loop boundary may pipe break causes a x (failed pipe causes reactor trip")

* Inside piping pressure boundary cause a reactor trip path to the x (CCDP for reactor trip)
is closed loop fails, during the environment and x (RAW" for impacted ACLS)

" ACLS closed extended AOT. coincident core
loop interfaces The ACLS damage occurs =(l.76e-6/h x 168h) 3.9e-9
with function will be (independently or x (1.0)
containment degraded due to as a consequence x (1. I e-6)
atmosphere failure of the pipe. of the break). x (12.0)

* Inside piping All ICLERP=
is seismic {(ICCDP from above)

* Outside piping + (any core damage except ISLOCA)
is seismic x (random failure of inside pipe)

x (RAW for impacted ACLS)}
x (path to outside environment)

= {(3.9e-9)
+ (5.0e-5/yr x 168h x yr/8760h)
x (1.76e-6/h x 168h)
x (12.0)}
x ... continue below

A: Open pipe x 1.0 7.3e-9
B: Low-pressure pipe" x 1.0 7.3e-9

qq The closed loop pipe inside containment is conservatively assumed to be protected by an overpressure relief valve that is included here in addition to random pipe failure as a
potential open pathway from-the containment atmosphere. The failure rate for a relief valve failing open (1.7e-6/hour) is added to the pipe break failure rate (6.0e-8/hour).
" Probability of reactor trip due to rupture of the closed loop system and/or loss of its function, is conservatively assumed to be 1.0.
" Although a fairly high RAW value (12.0) is used here (representing an example cooling water system), note that ACLS trains 4,ith RAW values of about 80 or less provide
acceptable ICCDP and ICLERP for this case.
" For penetrations interfacing with containment atmosphere, low-pressure pipe is defined as pipe (or attachments) that cannot withstand peak post-accident or severe accident
containment pressure (assuming failure of the closed loop pressure boundary inside containment).
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Class.Description Failure Mode of:;, CDF lmpa t of LERFImpactof .Configuration of Escape-:: ".. ;"Equ ation" for ICCDP and ICLERP..K . :Result e.
of:CiV.b :' CIVs. . . :AOT Extension, AOT Extension'ii ilPathito:Outside '
and.Penerati.Environment (other•.valves).

C: Open system or path with x 5.2e-2 3.8e-10
one or two additional open
valvesuu
D: Open system or path with x 7.6e-5 5.5e-13
one additional closed valve
E: Open system or path with x 1.2e-5 8.8e-14
two additional closed valves
F,G: Closed system (or open x 1.0e-5 7.3e-14
system with three or more
additional valves)

uu An open valve in this case includes remote-operated NO valves and valves that are NC initially but must open post accident (including check valves). Calculation is
conservative for check valve failure to reseat because calculation assumes a remote-operated valve that requires operator action to close.
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Class Description: Failure Mode of;:I;ý. CDF finpact.of, ... LERFImpaCt of :Configuration of Escape'. "lEquation" for ICCDP a:ind :ICLERPd Resulte
ofCVa.b C.s AT ion A n Pathto.Outside
anid Penetration .. I,,IIVIiIt(ter (other vElVves)

Closed loop There is no change The ACLS All, however Configuration This is similar to a penetration flow path
pressure boundary to the CDF due to degradation may A is not applicable because that is open to the containment
inside contaimnent the proposed AOT have an impact on on open pipe would not atmosphere with one of two CIVs
is inoperable' and extension. The CDF and LERF exist on this type of operable. Therefore the risk impact is
the CIV fails. ACLS degradation that is unrelated to penetration unless the CIV similar to item 4.1 above, except that the

may have an effect the proposed AOT pressure boundary was also RAW importance for a closed loop ACLS
on CDF; however extension, being repaired, which would is used. Therefore:
if the ACLS train However, the CDF violate the TS.
function is lost, impact must be ICLERP=
that is not changed considered in the (any core damage except ISLOCA)
by isolating the delta-LERF since x (RAW" for impacted ACLS)
penetration. the ACLS AOT x {(operable CIV fails to close)
Compensatory may run + (FVyy for MOV power bus))
Actions taken with concurrent' with x (path to outside environment)
respect to the the "CIV" AOT. If
ACLS tech. spec. the operable CIV = (5.0e-5/yr x 72h x yr/8760h)
are not changed by also fails to close, x (12.0)
the proposal. then LERF may be x {(1.7e-3) + (2.2e-3)}

affected. x ... continue below
B: Low-pressure pipe x 1.0 1.9e-8
C: Open system or path with x 5.2e-2 1.0e-9
one or two additional open (or x 1.0 if on same bus as CIV) (1.9e-8)
valves
D: Open system or path with x 3.2e-5 6.2e-13
one additional closed valve
E: Open system or path with x 5.2e-6 1.0e-13
two additional closed valves

, Proposed new condition that is not currently addressed by Technical Specification 3.6.3.; assumes closed loop pressure boundary (acting like second CIV) has an operability
issue and is within the proposed AOT.

Note that exposure time is per shorter AOT of ACLS Technical Specification.
xx Note that the ICLERP would be acceptable in this case for ACLS trains with RAW value as high as 30.
YY The fraction of CDF contributed by failure of the power bus that also powers the CIV. This dependency applies only to.MOVs and is conservative for the other CIV types.
Using RAW and FV in the same equation would slightly overestimate the importance (for RAW values greater than 1.0) because the FV importance is based on the fraction of the
base CDF, which yields a larger FV fraction than if based on the potentially larger CDF x RAW.
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.... .. .. . . . .... .. . . .. . . . . .... .. --- ' - r"'ay""eI-€t~~ ,,.-u,.

.clasDescription Failure Modeiof t:CDF.itmpact of LERF ImpaCt :of ConfigurationofEscpeE

oflas•:: CIVs: AOT.Extension•. AOTExtension Path to.Outside&"Equation" fo IC and •ER - Rsl
and Penetration ., Environment (other valves)"1________________________En o t r v________ ___.____

F,G: Closed system (or open x 4.3e-6 8.3e-14
system with three or more
additional valves)

U.• LltoseU lOOp,
RCS, ACLS

* Inside piping
is closed loop

* ACLS closed
loop interfaces
partially with
RCS (i.e.,
secondary side
of SG tubes,
e.g. EFW)

* Inside piping
is seismic

" Outside piping
is seismic

Note: Does not
apply to the main
steam line. For
those penetrations
the risk impact is
more complex;
relaxation of AOT
is not proposed for
those at this time.

a.n v noperaocueand SGTR occurs. All, however Configurations
A to C are not applicable.

The risk impact is approximately the
same as above for the non-ACLS case
.(item 5.3). Loss of the affected ACLS
function (i.e., EFW to the affected SG)
should have a minimal impact on CDF for
these SGTR scenarios. The feed water to
the affected SG is usually isolated (by
valves other than the CIV) in these
scenarios. While the operators may feed
the affected SG under some
circumstances, in the scenario where the
SGTR is large enough to represent a
LERF path, there will be sufficient
inventory from the tube rupture that EFW
will not be necessary for adequate SG
heat transfer.

See item
5.3 above

1. _________ .1. _________ L _____________ I ___________________ _____
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

This report contains a risk-informed evaluation performed by the B&WOG to provide

justification for a longer AOT for CIVs. It is applicable to penetration flow paths that
have at least two CIVs, or one CIV and a closed loop system. These penetrations are
listed in each plant's UFSAR. The CIVs in the main steam lines (and others on a plant-
.specific basis that may represent high risk significance for ISLOCA) are explicitly

excluded from this evaluation.

The justification provided in this report is consistent with the guidance set forth in
Regulatory Guides 1.177 and 1.174. The proposed TS change is in compliance with
existing regulations, is consistent with the philosophy of defense-in-depth, and will not
erode safety margins. The risk-informed evaluation described in this report uses the
three-tiered approach put forth by the NRC for implementing proposed TS changes.
The evaluation described herein demonstrates that the risk impact of the proposed

change is small.

To evaluate the risk impact associated with the proposed TS change (Tier 1), a
specialized analysis was developed because the plant-specific PRAs do not model

every penetration in detail. A FMEA with a set of simplified and conservative risk
models was developed that encompass every applicable penetration. The risk model
was developed using limiting parameters and conservative data extracted from the
plant-specific PRAs. The scope of the risk assessment includes the effect that the
proposed AOT extension has upon the probability of large early release following core
damage, the probability of an ISLOCA, and the probability of affecting a post-accident
ACLS function. The risk assessment calculates the incremental risk impact associated
with the proposed AOT extension. This is the increased vulnerability to core damage
and large early release during the AOT, which is expressed in terms of ICCDP and-
ICLERP. Regulatory Guide 1.177 considers an ICCDP of 5e-7 and an ICLERP of 5e-8

to be a small impact for a single AOT entry.
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In almost every case, the risk impact meets the Regulatory Guide 1.177 guideline for

small risk impact. The exceptions are described in the report and have resulted in the

following conclusion:

The extended AOT will not be used for an inoperable NC CIV if it leaves the

penetration flow path with only one closed valve between the RCS and the

environment (i.e., low pressure pipe or opening) and that valve is not verified

closed. Penetrations meeting this criterion have a higher risk for ISLOCA; they

will be identified during implementation and the current AOT will be retained.

Subject to this exception, all of the applicable CIVs represent a small risk impact when

in the proposed AOT.

The B&WOG plant-specific CRMP satisfy the Tier 2 and Tier 3 requirements of

Regulatory Guide 1.177. The B&WOG plant programs for configuration risk

management provide reasonable assurance that risk-significant plant equipment outage

configurations will not occur when CIV equipment is out of service consistent with the

proposed TS change. The CRMP ensures that the risk impact of out-of-service

equipment is appropriately evaluated prior to performing any maintenance activity. The

CRMP enhances defense-in-depth because it provides a means of ensuring that the

independence of the physical barriers will not be degraded by the proposed change.

The proposed TS change will improve operational safety and reduce unnecessary

burdens in complying with TS requirements. Unnecessary plant shutdowns may be

avoided by allowing more time for repairs. Operational flexibility will be enhanced by

allowing some repairs to be performed online. For penetration flow paths with ACLS

functions, an extended AOT for ClVs will avoid unnecessary flow path isolation that may

result in degraded function of the ACLS.

The B&WOG has demonstrated that the proposed extension of the AOT for

containment isolation valves does not adversely impact risk or public safety, and is

therefore an appropriate change to the Technical Specifications.

i
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